I.

INTRODUCTION

In February 2004, the Commission on the Future of Indigent Defense Services (“Kaye
Commission”) was convened by then-Chief Judge Judith Kaye to “examine the effectiveness of
public criminal defense services across the State and to consider alternative models of assigning,
supervising and financing assigned counsel compatible with New York’s constitutional and
fiscal realities.”1 In 2006, the Kaye Commission issued its Final Report in which it described
New York’s public criminal defense system as “severely dysfunctional” and one that “has
resulted in a disparate, inequitable, and ineffective system for securing constitutional guarantees
to those too poor to obtain counsel of their own choosing.”2 Amongst the many problems facing
New York’s public criminal defense system was the lack of statewide, uniform standards for
determining eligibility for assigned counsel. Thus, noted the Kaye Commission, “a defendant
may be deemed eligible for appointment of counsel in one county and ineligible in a neighboring
county or even in a different court within the same county.”3
In 2007, on the heels of the Kaye Commission Report, the New York Civil Liberties Union
(“NYCLU”) sued New York State alleging that the State had structurally and systematically
denied meaningful and effective representation to defendants entitled to assigned counsel.
Subsequently, five counties - Onondaga, Ontario, Schuyler, Suffolk, and Washington - were
included as defendants to this lawsuit, captioned Hurrell-Harring v. The State of New York. In
October 2014, the Hurrell-Harring parties agreed to an Order of Stipulation and Settlement
(“Settlement”), which was approved by the Albany County Supreme Court in March 2015. The
New York State Office of Indigent Legal Services (“ILS”) accepted the responsibility of
implementing the Settlement.
Section VI of the Settlement requires that ILS “issue criteria and procedures to guide courts in
counties outside of New York City in determining whether a person is eligible for Mandated
Representation.” The original deadline for issuing these criteria and procedures was September
2015. However, the Settlement was subsequently amended to set forth the following timeline:
ILS would submit preliminary criteria and procedures to the parties by December 11, 2015; the
parties would have until January 11, 2016 to submit comments to ILS; and ILS would finalize
the criteria and procedures by February 12, 2016. It was also agreed that ILS would publish and
distribute the criteria and procedures on April 4, 2016, with implementation dates of October 3,
2016 for the five Hurrell-Harring counties and April 1, 2017 for the non-Hurrell-Harring
counties.
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ILS complied with the above deadlines, and on April 4, 2016, published and distributed the
criteria and procedures (“Eligibility Standards”) in a full report entitled, Criteria and Procedures
for Determining Assigned Counsel Eligibility, which is available on the ILS website.4 This report
describes the steps that ILS took to develop the Eligibility Standards, which included: a survey of
providers, county officials and judges in the counties outside of New York City; public hearings
in all of the Judicial Districts outside of New York City to elicit oral testimony and written
submissions; legal research; and a review of professional standards and state and national reports
about assigned counsel eligibility standards. ILS also issued an accompanying report entitled,
Determining Eligibility for Assignment of Counsel in New York: A Study of Current Criteria and
Procedures and Recommendations for Improvement: Final Report, which describes what we
learned about the practices for determining assigned counsel eligibility and the various
recommendations we received.5
Steps ILS Has Taken to Implement the Eligibility Standards
After issuing the Eligibility Standards, ILS took a variety of steps to implement them in the five
Hurrell-Harring counties. Implementation necessarily required the participation of mandated
providers, who are often involved in screening and making recommendations about assigned
counsel eligibility; and the courts, which have the ultimate authority for determining financial
eligibility for assignment of counsel.6 Thus, ILS’ implementation steps have fallen into two
general categories: 1) working with the providers of mandated representation and any other
entity involved in screening for assigned counsel eligibility; and 2) working with the judiciary.
1) Working with providers
To facilitate implementation, ILS developed a curriculum and materials for training providers.
This included the creation of a Power Point presentation and the following documents: a
blackletter version of the Eligibility Criteria and Procedures (available in English and Spanish); a
Sample Application for Assignment of Counsel with instructions (also available in English and
Spanish); a chart to easily assess whether an applicant’s income meets the income eligibility
presumption; a Sample Notice of Eligibility Recommendation (available in English and
Spanish); a Sample Notice of Right to Seek Review; and a Sample Notice of a Judge’s
Ineligibility Decision. ILS has updated and adapted these materials as needed. Additionally, ILS
has created and regularly updates a “Frequently Asked Questions” (FAQ) webpage, which
incorporates and responds to the various implementation questions that have been posed since
April 2016.7
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On April 4, 2016, ILS Executive Director Bill Leahy emailed a copy of the Eligibility Standards
to public defense leaders in the counties outside of New York City. A meeting with these leaders
followed on April 27, 2016 in Albany, New York, at which each could participate in person or
by web. A web link to a video of this meeting was subsequently disseminated to the public
defense leaders. During this meeting, ILS provided an overview of the Eligibility Standards and
presented a plan to work with the providers across the state to implement the Standards. ILS also
devoted over an hour to answering provider questions and responding to the concerns they had
about the Eligibility Standards. Following this meeting, ILS began the process of training
providers, focusing initially on the Hurrell-Harring counties. As part of these trainings, ILS
gives each provider a thumb-drive that includes the Power Point program and other training
materials so that providers can conduct on-going trainings for staff as needed. Attached as
Exhibit A is a schedule of the provider trainings that ILS has conducted.
2) Working with the judiciary
Consistent with the Settlement, ILS has consulted with the Office of Court Administration
(“OCA”).8 ILS met with and elicited the assistance of Hon. Michael V. Coccoma, Deputy Chief
Administrative Judge for Courts Outside of New York City. Judge Coccoma has been
instrumental in facilitating ILS’ work to implement the Eligibility Standards, and has designated
Hon. Nancy M. Sunukjian, Director of OCA’s Office of Justice Court Support (“OJCS”) to work
with ILS on a training program for justice court magistrates. Together, ILS and OJCS reformatted the Power Point presentation that ILS had prepared for providers to target the specific
concerns and role of magistrates. ILS and OJCS also agreed upon the materials that judges and
magistrates would receive, including a “bench card” that ILS developed at the request of Judge
Coccoma. Attached as Exhibit B is a schedule of the joint OCA-ILS trainings that have occurred
thus far and that are currently scheduled for this year. ILS is grateful to the efforts of Judge
Coccoma and Judge Sunukjian to train magistrates and judges on the Eligibility Standards.
Data Collection, Maintenance and Reporting
Procedure XVI of the Eligibility Standards identifies the data that should be collected and
maintained regarding the assigned counsel application process. We worked with the providers in
the Hurrell-Harring counties, and with the New York State Defenders Association (“NYSDA”)
for those providers who utilize the Public Defense Case Management System (“PDCMS”),9 to
develop a system to collect, maintain, and report data on eligibility determinations. ILS requested
that the data be provided on a quarterly basis, with the first reporting period being the last quarter
of 2016 (i.e., October 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016).

See Settlement, § VI (A) (specifying that ILS may request OCA’s assistance to develop and distribute the
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The providers sent the data to ILS, and we evaluated it for accuracy. Every data collection
process requires that resulting data reports be reviewed carefully - especially the initial reporting
cycles - so that unforeseen problems can be identified and resolved. As anticipated, the reports
received for the first reporting period revealed some problems and inconsistencies. Some of the
problems were related to data entry; others to differences in how each provider uses PDCMS.
This meant that in some circumstances, ILS had to consult with the providers on the information
in their reports, and ask them to reconcile any inconsistencies. This allowed us to obtain up-todate and accurate information for this report. ILS will continue to assess incoming data and work
with NYSDA and the providers to refine the reporting practices under Procedure XVI.
ILS’ Efforts to Gauge the Costs of Implementing the Eligibility Standards
In developing the Eligibility Standards, ILS started with the premise that under County Law §
722, financial inability to afford counsel is “not synonymous with destitution or a total absence
of means,” but is instead determined by a person’s inability to pay the costs of retaining a private
lawyer and the other costs associated with a defense.10 This principle is captured in Criteria I of
the Eligibility Standards. Yet, as recognized by the Kaye Commission and by individuals who
presented during ILS’ public hearings, it is county budget pressures rather than inability to pay
for private counsel that have, at times, influenced decision-making as to who is deemed eligible
for assignment of counsel. Thus, some decision-makers have used restrictive eligibility
standards, deeming a person eligible for assigned counsel only if the person is impoverished. Not
surprisingly, some non-Hurrell-Harring providers and county officials have expressed a concern
that implementing ILS’ Eligibility Standards – which use an inability to pay rather than an

See County Law § 722 (“providing counsel to persons . . . who are financially unable to obtain counsel.”). See
also 1977 Memorandum written by Richard J. Comiskey, the then-Director of the Third Judicial Department,
regarding, “Assignment of Attorneys to Represent Individuals who are Financially Unable to Obtain Counsel,”
(hereinafter, “1977 Third Department Memo and Guidelines”), at 1, available at:
https://www.ils.ny.gov/content/eligibility-public-hearings; see also People v. King, 41 Misc.3d 1237(A) (Bethlehem
Justice Ct, Albany County 2013) (noting that it is a defendant’s “financial inability to retain counsel and not
indigency which governs the determination of eligibility for court-appointed representation”); New York State
Defenders Association, Determining Eligibility for Appointed Counsel in New York State: A Report from the Public
Defense Backup Center, at 3 (hereinafter, “1994 NYSDA report”) (noting that the constitutional right to assigned
counsel applies to those unable to afford counsel, and stating that “New York’s parallel statutory authority
implementing the constitutional right to appointed counsel likewise emphasizes that it is financial inability to retain
counsel and not ‘indigency’ which governs the determination of eligibility for court-appointed representation.”);
Brennan Center for Justice, Eligible for Justice: Guidelines for Appointing Defense Counsel, Guideline 4, pp. 1221; see also Commentary, ABA Standards for Criminal Justice: Providing Defense Services, Standard 5-7.1 (3d ed.
1992) (hereinafter, “1992 ABA Standards”) (“The fundamental test for determining eligibility for counsel should be
whether persons are ‘financially unable to obtain adequate representation without substantial hardship’”); National
Study Commission on Defense Services/NLADA Guidelines for Legal Defense Systems in the United States (1976)
(hereinafter, “1976 NLADA Guidelines for Legal Defense Systems in the United States”), Section 1.5 (“Effective
representation should be provided to anyone who is unable, without substantial hardship to himself or his
dependents, to obtain such representation”). Notably, this standard for assignment of counsel is nearly identical to
the federal standard. See United States Judicial Conference, Guide to Judiciary Policy, Vol. 7-Defender Services,
Part A: Guidelines for Administering the CJA and Related Statutes, Ch. 2, § 210.40.30(a) (hereinafter, “CJA
Guidelines”).
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impoverishment standard – will result in more people being deemed eligible for assigned
counsel.11
At the time that ILS issued the Eligibility Standards, there was a dearth of data available to
accurately predict the extent to which the Eligibility Standards would impact the number of
people deemed eligible for assigned counsel, and thus impact provider caseloads. To provide a
more informed estimate, ILS has sought data from the five Hurrell-Harring counties about the
impact the Eligibility Standards have had on provider caseloads. This data is discussed in our
January 2017 report entitled, The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New York
Counties.12 As stated in the report, the data provided and any conclusions drawn should be
considered preliminary in nature, and ILS will continue to assess the impact of the Eligibility
Standards in provider caseloads.
Notably, the data provided in this report is different from that set forth in The Impact of
Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New York Counties, because the reporting periods are
different and because, as discussed below, the focus of this report is different.
The Focus of This Report
ILS submits this report pursuant to § VI (C) of the Settlement, which requires ILS to submit
annual reports assessing the criteria and eligibility being used in the five Hurrell-Harring
counties, and identifying the extent to which, if at all, the criteria and procedures being used
deviate from the Eligibility Standards. Put simply, the focus of this report is on implementation
of the Eligibility Standards in the five Hurrell-Harring counties.
In this report, we discuss each of the five counties separately, outlining for each the following:
-

The criteria and procedures used prior to implementation of the Eligibility Standards
Steps taken to implement the Eligibility Standards
Assessment of compliance with the Eligibility Standards since implementation
Barriers and ongoing challenges to implementation

We encourage individuals interested in fully understanding implementation of the Eligibility
Standards to read this report in conjunction with ILS’ January 2017 report, The Impact of
Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New York Counties.
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II.

IMPLEMENTATION IN THE HURRELL-HARRING COUNTIES
Onondaga County

Onondaga County, located in central New York, is approximately 35 miles long and 30 miles
wide with a total area of 806 square miles. In 2015, 15.4% of the County’s population of 468,463
lived below the poverty line. The County’s median household income was $55,092, which is
about 93% of the state average. In 2015, the New York State Division of Criminal Justice
Services (“DCJS”) recorded a total of 10,669 criminal cases as being disposed of that year.
Almost a third were felonies; 9.5% were violent felonies.13
Thirty different courts handle criminal cases in Onondaga County: Onondaga County Court,
Syracuse City Court, and 28 town and village courts (“justice courts”). Syracuse City Court is by
far the busiest court in the County, handling the vast majority of criminal cases. The City Court
and the justice courts are typically involved in the initial decision regarding assigned counsel
eligibility since most defendants have their first appearance in one of these courts.
Onondaga County’s primary provider of mandated representation is the Onondaga County Bar
Association’s Assigned Counsel Program (“ACP”). Onondaga County’s judiciary has delegated
to the ACP the responsibility of screening defendants and making an assigned counsel eligibility
recommendation. Judges typically question defendants at their first court appearance as to
whether they want assigned counsel. Those defendants who respond affirmatively are
provisionally assigned an attorney. This attorney must then obtain the information needed from
the defendant to complete the ACP’s assigned counsel application. Once completed, the attorney
submits this application to the ACP for review. Three things can then happen: first, the ACP can
send the attorney a “pending” notice identifying missing information or documentation; second,
the ACP can inform the attorney that the defendant is eligible for assigned counsel and the
attorney should continue on the case; or third, the ACP can notify the attorney that the defendant
is not eligible and the attorney must submit a motion to withdraw as counsel. The court decides
whether to grant motions to withdraw. If the motion is granted, the defendant is instructed to
retain counsel. If the motion is not granted, the attorney is ordered to continue to represent the
defendant.
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Since implementation of the Eligibility Standards, this general process has not changed. What
has changed is the criteria that the ACP uses in screening for eligibility and the barriers to
applying. This is discussed further below.
A. The criteria and procedures used in Onondaga County prior to implementation of
the Eligibility Standards
To get a full picture of Onondaga County’s former eligibility determination process, it is
important to not only understand the criteria and procedures the ACP used to make its eligibility
recommendations, but also how the courts tended to respond to the ACP’s ineligibility
recommendations.
1. The criteria and procedures the ACP used
The ACP’s former criteria and procedures are detailed in a document the ACP previously
provided to ILS, which is attached as Exhibit C. The following are worth highlighting:
-

Burden of the application process: Defendants were required to provide extensive
documentation to verify their financial information. As indicated in the application form,
defendants were required to provide two recent paystubs, recent bank statements,
verification of self-employment income, and verification of any other source of income.
The ACP reserved the right to request additional documentation. Defendants were also
required to affirm to the truthfulness of the financial information they provided, as were
parents of applicants under 21 years of age. They were warned that the information they
provided “may be investigated.” Bold language warned defendants that if they failed to
“fully cooperate” with the assigned counsel application process, “including providing
additional documentation as requested by the Assigned Counsel Program,” they would be
deemed ineligible for assigned counsel and required to pay for a private attorney. Panel
attorneys have told ILS that the ACP frequently deemed defendants “uncooperative.”

-

Confidentiality: Defendants were required to sign a statement waiving the confidentiality
of the information they provided and to authorize any of the following entities to release
information to the assigned attorney, the ACP, the Court, and Onondaga County: “the
Department of Social Services, any employer, any other income payer, and any other
individual or agency providing me with income, support or benefits, as well as any bank,
trustee, financial institution, or asset holder.”

-

Partial payment orders: The ACP prompted judges to issue orders for partial payment at
the point that counsel was assigned. Specifically, if the ACP deemed a defendant
ineligible for assignment of counsel, the ACP would instruct the provisionally assigned
attorney to move the court to withdraw as counsel and, as part of this motion, submit a
form “Order Upon Request to Withdraw as Assigned Counsel.” The form order gave
judges the option to order that the provisionally assigned attorney continue as assigned
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counsel and to simultaneously order that the defendant (or her parents) reimburse the
County in an amount to be specified by the court.14
-

Eligibility presumptions: The ACP deemed as presumptively eligible defendants who
could verify receipt of need-based public assistance by providing either a copy of a
current benefits card or a public assistance budget form. Presumptively eligible
defendants were still required to complete and sign the entire assigned counsel
application form.

-

Income guideline: The ACP used an income guideline of 125% of the Federal Poverty
Guidelines (“FPG”) in determining eligibility for assignment of counsel. This was used
as a strict guideline; if a defendant’s income exceeded this guideline, the ACP would
deem the defendant financially able to retain private counsel and would instruct the
provisionally assigned attorney to move to withdraw from the case. Additionally, the
ACP used gross rather than net income (or take home pay) in assessing this income
guideline.

-

Third-party income: The ACP considered as available to the defendant the financial
resources of third parties, including the resources of parents, spouses, and “any other
person in the household” who was employed. For defendants under 21 years of age, the
assigned counsel application would not be considered complete until both parents
completed and signed a “Statement of Financial Status.” In determining if the defendant’s
income exceeded the 125% income guideline, the ACP considered the “total gross
income, from all sources, for all members of the family.”

-

Income: The ACP considered a wide range of sources of income, including need-based
public assistance, child support, alimony, pensions, worker’s compensation,
unemployment benefits, savings, SSI, and SSD. For married defendants, not only was
their spouse’s income considered, but also any child support the spouse received for care
of his or her children.

-

Non-liquid assets: The ACP also considered non-liquid assets, including the defendant’s
primary residence and automobile.

-

Financial obligations: Except for payments of child support and spousal support, the
ACP did not consider the defendant’s financial obligations.

-

Ability to pay bail: If the defendant could pay cash bail the ACP considered sufficient to
retain private counsel, then the defendant was deemed ineligible for assigned counsel.
This was true even if a third party supplied the cash needed for bail.

The information we received from the ACP and from panel attorneys reveals several negative
consequences that flowed from these criteria and procedures. First, the amount of information
required, the warnings about being investigated, and the broad waiver of confidentiality created
14
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barriers for defendants applying for assigned counsel. Second, the provisionally assigned
attorneys typically had to devote a significant amount of time and effort to obtain all the financial
information and documentation required to complete the application; they were not compensated
for this time. Third, these criteria and procedures resulted in the ACP deeming a significant
number of defendants ineligible for assigned counsel, either because the defendant was deemed
to be “uncooperative,” or because the ACP determined that his or her gross household income
was above 125% of the FPG. Finally, it is likely that a significant number of defendants
“dropped out” of the assigned counsel application process because of how burdensome it was,
and either entered a quick guilty plea or tried to find a lawyer who would accept a very low
retainer for the case – one that was not sufficient for quality representation.15
2. How courts historically responded to the ACP’s recommendations
In Onondaga County, courts have traditionally played a critical role in honoring defendants’
rights to assigned counsel. While judges have typically followed the ACP’s recommendations
that a defendant is eligible for assigned counsel, they have historically declined to follow the
ACP’s recommendation that a defendant is not eligible. As noted in ILS’ January 2017 report,
The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New York Counties, whereas on average, the
ACP historically deemed over 40% of defendants ineligible for assignment of counsel, the courts
declined to follow these recommendations more than 80% of the time. This means that judges
seldom granted a provisionally assigned attorney’s motion to withdraw, and instead ordered that
the attorney continue representing the defendant. This occurred so often that the motions to
withdraw are now commonly referred to as “orders to continue.”
The result is that most defendants were ultimately deemed eligible for assigned counsel;
historically, after judicial intervention, only about 5 to 6% of defendants were ultimately denied
assigned counsel.16 This data is consistent with the information the former ACP Executive
Director, Renee Captor, reported to ILS during an August 24, 2016 meeting, when she
acknowledged that approximately 40% of the ACP’s current caseload was “judge ordered” (i.e.,
cases in which the judge had overturned the ACP’s ineligibility recommendation).
B. Steps taken to implement the Eligibility Standards
On August 24, 2016, ILS met with the ACP (Renee Captor and then ACP Assistant Director
Fran Walters), and the County Attorney’s Office (Kathy Dougherty and Carol Rhinehart) to
discuss implementation of the Eligibility Standards. The meeting focused on implementing the
new criteria and eliminating needless barriers to applying for assigned counsel. During the
meeting, the ACP agreed to do the following: substantially revise its assigned counsel
application form in consultation with ILS; use the ILS criteria, including the presumptions of
eligibility, in determining eligibility; and require verifying documentation only when necessary,
15
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such as instances in which there is missing information or reason to believe that the applicant
might have more financial resources than are reported on the application. It was also agreed that
the ACP would begin implementation on September 19, 2016.
The revised application form was finalized in early September 2016. ILS drafted a memorandum
to be sent to ACP panel attorneys setting forth instructions for using this revised application. On
September 14, 2016, the ACP emailed panel attorneys the revised application, the memorandum,
the Eligibility Standards, and a link to the eligibility page on ILS’ website.
On September 15, 2016, ILS and OCA conducted a joint Eligibility Standards training for
Onondaga County judges and magistrates. Hon. James P. Murphy, Supreme Court Justice and
Supervising Town and Village Court Justice, and Hon. David S. Gideon, Dewitt Town Court
Justice, presented on behalf of OCA. Lisa Robertson and Patricia Warth presented on behalf of
ILS. Approximately 42 City Court judges and Town and Village Court magistrates attended the
training. During this training, judges and magistrates expressed their hope that the new
Eligibility Standards would reduce the frequency with which they must issue orders to continue.
On November 10, 2016, ILS conducted an open forum with panel attorneys to obtain their
feedback on implementation of the Eligibility Standards. Fran Walters and Hannah Bartlett, the
ACP Eligibility Specialist, attended on behalf of the ACP. Approximately 14 panel attorneys
attended. The participating attorneys were very positive about implementation, stating that the
new assigned counsel application process had eliminated needless barriers to applying for
assigned counsel, and that attorneys themselves were spending far less time gathering the
information needed to submit the application. The attorneys also stated that, for two reasons,
they were submitting far fewer motions to continue: first, fewer defendants were being deemed
“uncooperative”; and second, more defendants were being deemed eligible for assigned
counsel.17 During this forum, the panel attorneys identified several aspects of the new
procedures that required clarification. For example, previously the ACP had required that the
attorneys mail or hand-deliver the original application. At ILS’ urging, the ACP agreed to accept
emailed or faxed applications. Additionally, previously attorneys were not permitted to conduct
screening over the telephone. The ACP also agreed to change this policy. The need for
clarification resulted in a revised instruction memo which ILS sent to the panel attorneys on
November 18, 2016.
On November 30, 2016, after Renee Captor had resigned as Executive Director of the ACP, ILS
had a phone conversation with Hannah Bartlett. During this conversation, ILS became aware that
the ACP had not yet implemented the procedure requiring that applicants be notified in writing
of ineligibility decisions. ILS was not able to address this issue until the new ACP Executive
Director, Kathy Dougherty, commenced her employment on January 17, 2017.
On February 17, 2017, ILS met with Ms. Dougherty and Hannah Bartlett. This meeting provided
an opportunity for ILS and the ACP to fully assess implementation of the Eligibility Standards,
to identify shortcomings, and to problem-solve. Ms. Dougherty and Ms. Bartlett used this
meeting to develop a plan to resolve the issue of written notification of ineligibility decisions;
17
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they also identified several changes that needed to be made to the various eligibility forms that
they had been using. These included the following:
-

The form Order upon Request to Withdraw as Assigned Counsel needed to be
substantially revised to ensure, among other things, that judges are not prompted to issue
partial payment orders at the time of assignment.

-

The “pending eligibility” notice sent to panel attorneys indicating problems with the
submitted application needed to be revised to omit categories that are no longer relevant.
Of note, Ms. Bartlett stated that she is sending this notice far less frequently, and most
often because the attorney has inadvertently omitted important information on the
application, such as the charges or the defendant’s name.

-

The assigned counsel application itself needed to be revised so that the ACP would,
instead, have two applications: one for criminal cases, in which eligibility decisions are
guided by the new Eligibility Standards; and one for Family Court matters, in which the
ACP must use the same criteria as those used by the Hiscock Legal Aid Society, the
County’s primary provider of Family Court representation.

The ACP provided these updated forms to ILS almost immediately following this meeting. The
revised assigned counsel application for criminal cases and these forms are attached as Exhibit
D.
C. Assessment of compliance with the Eligibility Standards
To assess the County’s compliance with the Eligibility Standards, ILS obtained feedback from
panel attorneys, met with the ACP staff involved in the assigned counsel application process, and
conducted some court observations.18 As of September 19, 2016, the ACP had substantially
revised its policies to comply with the Eligibility Standards, and as previously noted, the ACP
further updated and refined its policies in February 2017 to ensure full compliance. A brief
assessment of each Criteria and Procedure is as follows:
-

Criteria I (core eligibility standard): The ACP is no longer deeming defendants ineligible
for assignment of counsel merely because their gross household income exceeds 125% of
the FPG. Now, defendants are deemed ineligible only when it is evident that they can
afford to retain private counsel. During our February 17, 2017 meeting, Ms. Bartlett
emphasized that, in close cases, she is conferring with Ms. Dougherty.

-

Criteria II (eligibility presumptions): The ACP is using the four delineated presumptions
of eligibility and finding that most applicants meet one of these presumptions.
Additionally, the ACP now applies the income guideline to the applicant’s net, rather
than gross, income. The panel attorneys report that these presumptions have significantly
streamlined the assigned counsel application process.

18

ILS observed assigned counsel practices in Syracuse City Court and two of Onondaga County’s larger justice
courts – Clay and Dewitt Town Courts.
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-

Criteria III (ability to post bond or pay bail): The ACP no longer deems defendants
ineligible for assigned counsel merely because they have paid cash bail. The ACP
continues to collect information about defendants’ release status because this information
is relevant for other purposes, including assessing the quality of representation.

-

Criteria IV (third-party resources): The ACP no longer obtains information about or
considers the financial resources of third parties. The ACP has discontinued the
requirement that parents submit a statement regarding their finances. The panel attorneys
report that for applicants under the age of 21, this has dismantled the biggest hurdle to
applying for assigned counsel.

-

Criteria V (non-liquid assets): The ACP is obtaining information about non-liquid assets,
but no longer asking about or considering applicants’ primary residences, or vehicles
used for basic life necessities. Ms. Bartlett and Ms. Dougherty report that very few
applicants have non-liquid assets. In the few cases in which applicants have reported such
assets, the ACP has not used these assets as a reason to “automatically” deny eligibility
for assigned counsel, but has instead inquired further as to the asset’s value and equity.

-

Criteria VI (child support and public assistance): The ACP no longer asks about or
considers receipt of child support. Receipt of public assistance is not considered as a
resource available to retain private counsel, but is used as a presumption of eligibility.

-

Criteria VII (financial obligations): The ACP asks about and considers applicants’
financial obligations, and the application itself prompts the applicant to identify several
possible financial liabilities and obligations.

-

Criteria VIII (cost of retaining counsel): For applicants who are not presumptively
eligible, Ms. Bartlett is considering the seriousness of the charges and conferring with
Ms. Dougherty to determine if the applicant has the resources to retain private counsel.

-

Procedure X (responsibility for screening): Onondaga courts have long delegated to the
ACP the responsibility of screening for and making a recommendation regarding
assigned counsel eligibility, though as the data discussed below reveals, courts are still
active in ensuring defendants’ right to assigned counsel.

-

Procedure XI (confidentiality): The ACP no longer requires applicants to waive the
confidentiality of the information they provide. The ACP has also established office
procedures to protect the confidentiality of the financial information provided.
Additionally, if an applicant is deemed ineligible, the ACP concisely identifies the
reasons why on an “ineligibility” notice, which is sent to the judge. With regards to the
information revealed in open court, ACP staff have told ILS that courts are generally not
asking defendants detailed questions about their financial status in open court, but instead
are limiting the inquiry to whether the defendant would like to apply for assigned
counsel. This information was corroborated by ILS’ observations of assigned counsel
practices.
12

-

Procedure XII (timeliness of decision): Historically, courts have provisionally assigned
counsel at arraignment, thus, there is no gap in representation. Ms. Dougherty has
instructed office staff to refer to her any calls from individuals seeking assignment of
counsel because they are being investigated, even though no charges have been filed, and
where appropriate, she assigns counsel. During the February 17, 2017 meeting, Ms.
Dougherty also said that she would implement a process to ensure that eligibility
screening is conducted for individuals who call the ACP and state that they have been
issued an appearance ticket and cannot afford to retain counsel.

-

Procedure XIII (burden of application process): The ACP has made great strides in
ensuring that the assigned counsel application process is not unduly burdensome.
Applicants are no longer told that the information they provide will be investigated and
that they can be prosecuted for providing inaccurate information, they no longer are
asked to waive the confidentiality of the information they provide, and they no longer are
required to provide unnecessary documentation. The ACP does occasionally ask for
verification, most often when there is missing information or reason to believe that the
applicant may have more financial resources than reported on the application.

-

Procedure XIV (written notice of ineligibility decision): If the ACP deems a defendant
ineligible for assigned counsel, the ACP will send the provisionally assigned attorney an
Ineligibility Notice, stating the reasons for the decision, and a statement of the
defendant’s rights to request reconsideration or appeal to the judge. The attorney is
instructed to share these documents with the defendant.

-

Procedure XV (reconsiderations): The ACP has revised its form Order to Withdraw to
ensure that judges are not prompted to issue orders for partial payment at the time
counsel is assigned.

Regarding Procedure XVI, which requires the collection, maintenance and reporting of data
pertaining to the assigned counsel eligibility process, in March 2017, ILS received updated
information from the ACP on the eligibility status of cases which the program received in the
months September-December 2016. Figure 1 below depicts the number of applications
submitted for the months of January 2015 through December 2016. Notably, in this figure, the
number of applications submitted does not include “pending” applications, since the ACP does
not typically count these “pending” applications as submitted until the application is finalized.
As previously stated, a “pending” application is one in which there is missing information.
As illustrated in Figure 1 below, the data clearly show that, while application numbers peaked
directly after the implementation of the Eligibility Standards, they declined thereafter to levels
similar to historic norms.19

19

Data shown here for the period January 2015-August 2016 were provided to ILS in December 2016, and appeared
in ILS’ report, The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New York Counties. Application counts for these
months may be understated due to the resolution of “pending” eligibility cases since the date of that extract.
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Figure 1: Assigned Counsel Applications Submitted, January 2015 through December 2016
Updated data

For a more complete understanding of how implementation has impacted the assigned counsel
application process in Onondaga County, ILS also reviewed this updated data to assess
ineligibility rates after the ACP had reviewed the applications submitted and ineligibility rates
after the judge made a final decision. This information is set forth in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Rates of Ineligibility by ACP and After Judge Override

Sept. 1-18
Sept. 19-30
October
November
December

Total # of
applicants
(C)

ACP
Eligible

ACP
Ineligible
(A)

Ineligibility
rate by
ACP
(A)/(C)

Judge
override

48120
618
1,280
1,056
1,063

289
477
1,063
897
890

192
141
217
159
173

39.9%
22.8%
17.0%
15.1%
16.3%

176
127
208
154
169
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Ineligible
after
judge
override
(B)
15
14
9
5
4

Ineligibility
rate after
judge
override
(B)/(C)
3.1%
2.3%
0.7%
0.5%
0.4%

The numbers of eligible and ineligible applicants in this row do not total 481 because there is one applicant for
whom eligibility status was uncertain.
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When compared to the data in the ILS report, The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate
New York Counties, the above data suggests the following:
-

Since implementation of the Eligibility Standards, the ACP is making fewer ineligibility
recommendations. Immediately prior to implementation, the ACP’s ineligibility rate was
39.9%.21 For the last quarter of 2016, this rate dropped to 15.1% in November 2016 and
17% in December 2016.

-

Judges are still protective of defendants’ Sixth Amendment right to counsel and will
override the ACP’s ineligibility recommendation and assign counsel in appropriate
circumstances.

-

The initial surge of applications immediately following the September 19, 2016
implementation of the Eligibility Standards is starting to level off, and the number of
applications in November and December 2016 resembles the monthly number of
applications prior to implementation (which ranged from a low of 841 applications in
February 2015 to a high of 1,129 applications in September 2015). As set forth in ILS’
report, The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New York Counties,22 we
suspected that the surge in applications immediately after implementation occurred
because the Eligibility Standards significantly reduced the amount of documentation
required to submit a complete application to the ACP. We theorized that immediately
after September 19, 2016, realizing that these burdensome documentation requirements
no longer existed, attorneys responded by submitting a significant number of applications
which had previously been backlogged because of the difficulty in obtaining the required
documents. Thus, we anticipated that the number of applications submitted per month
would level off to pre-implementation numbers.

This data is consistent with the anecdotal information Ms. Dougherty and Ms. Bartlett provided
to ILS. Since implementation, they continue to receive “judge ordered” cases, but could not think
of one instance in which a court had denied assigned counsel eligibility after the ACP had
determined that a defendant was eligible for assignment of counsel.
D. Barriers to implementation and ongoing challenges
The former ACP leadership posed the most significant barrier to implementation, taking only
minimal steps to implement and even then, only after prodding from ILS and the Onondaga
County Attorney’s Office. The ACP was unwilling to communicate effectively with the panel
attorneys (ILS had to draft the instruction memo to the panel attorneys); the ACP was also
unwilling to conduct a training session for the panel attorneys, all of whom are engaged in
screening. The November 2016 forum with the panel attorneys occurred only because ILS
scheduled it in cooperation with the County Attorney’s Office. Still, with the urging of ILS and
This is consistent with the trend described in ILS’ report, The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New
York Counties. As depicted in Figure 3 on p. 14 of this report, from January 2015 through August 2016, monthly
ineligibility rates ranged from as low as 35% to as high as 47%.
21

22

See p. 13, above.
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the County Attorney’s Office, and because of the cooperation of the judiciary and Hannah
Bartlett, the ACP Eligibility Specialist, the Eligibility Standards were substantially implemented
by October 2016. By February 2017, under new leadership, the ACP took additional steps to
ensure that ineligible applicants are provided written notification and to ensure that courts are no
longer prompted to issue partial orders for repayment at the time counsel is assigned.
Because of the sudden departure of the former ACP Executive Director, Deputy Director, and
Quality Specialist, the ACP is short-staffed, and over the past several months has had to
prioritize payment of attorney vouchers. As such, ILS has not been able to work with the ACP on
determining what, if any, changes are necessary to update its case management and data
collection program to ensure that important data about the assigned counsel application process
are collected and maintained. ILS is working with the ACP on a caseload relief spending plan
that will resolve staffing issues and enhance in-house capacity to collect and maintain data. A
priority in this coming year is to enhance the ACP’s capacity to collect, maintain, and report on
data regarding all aspects of the Hurrell-Harring Settlement, including the Eligibility Standards.

Ontario County
Ontario County is located in New York’s Finger Lakes Region. The county, which includes two
cities (Geneva and Canandaigua), 16 towns, and 8 villages, is surrounded by Monroe and Wayne
Counties to the north, Steuben County to the south, Seneca and Yates Counties to the east, and
Livingston County to the west, and has a total area of 662 square miles (644 square miles of
land; 18 square miles of water). Canandaigua is the county seat, but Geneva is the largest city.
In 2015, the population in Ontario County was 109,561, 10.4% of which lived below the poverty
line. The median household income was $57,416, approximately 97% of the state average. Also
in 2015, DCJS reported that 1,766 criminal arrests were disposed of in Ontario County: 69%
were misdemeanors, and 31% were felonies, of which 5% were violent felonies.
Twenty different courts handle criminal cases in Ontario County: Ontario County Court, Geneva
and Canandaigua City Courts, and 17 town and village courts (“justice courts”).
Ontario County has three providers of mandated representation in criminal cases: a Public
Defender Office, headed by Leanne Lapp; a Conflict Defender Office, headed by Andrea
Schoeneman; and an Assigned Counsel Program (ACP), which is also administered by Ms.
Schoeneman. The Public Defender Office was created in 2010, and became fully operational in
2011. The Ontario County Conflict Defender Office handles cases in which the Public Defender
Office is conflicted, and will either provide direct representation on those matters or assign them
to one of the Assigned Counsel Program panel attorneys.
A. The criteria and procedures used in Ontario County prior to implementation of the
Eligibility Standards
Prior to the creation of the Public Defender Office in 2010, all financial screening of applicants
for assigned counsel eligibility was performed by the Administrator of the ACP. In a July 10,
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2007 letter addressed to the New York State Unified Court System, John R. Kennedy, the thenAdministrator of the ACP, detailed the eligibility assessment process the ACP used. (This letter
and the Affirmation of Financial Status Form referenced in the letter are attached as Exhibit E).
The ACP Administrator visited the Ontario County Jail on a regular basis to interview
defendants who had been incarcerated prior to their first court appearance. Each defendant would
complete and sign an Affirmation of Financial Status Form. Sometimes, the jail would have the
Affirmation completed and signed by the defendant, then faxed to the ACP office. In the vast
majority of cases, the ACP office made the determination of eligibility after interviewing the
defendant and reviewing the Affirmation, but the judges in the Geneva and Canandaigua City
Courts preferred to make their own determinations after questioning the defendant, on the record,
with respect to his financial circumstances. Mr. Kennedy stated that the ACP used an income
guideline of 125% of the FPG, but also considered assets and debts to determine if the defendant
could afford to pay a “reasonable retainer” to a private attorney. The ACP considered spousal
income as well as parental income for un-emancipated minors. Bail was not considered. Receipt
of public assistance was considered, but it did not render an applicant presumptively eligible for
assigned counsel. There was no formal process by which applicants could appeal ineligibility
determinations, though if such applicants insisted they could not afford to retain private counsel,
the Administrator would personally review the Affirmation, request additional documentation,
and, in some circumstances, reverse the ineligibility determination.
After the 2010 creation of the Ontario County Public Defender Office, the responsibility for
assigned counsel screening was transferred to the Public Defender Office. In 2012, after Ms.
Lapp was appointed Public Defender, she updated the office’s screening process and criteria,
which allowed her to take advantage of the fact that her office is representing defendants at
arraignment. The defense attorneys who are present at arraignments screen defendants for
assigned counsel eligibility, informing the judge of the eligibility determination so that counsel
can be assigned at that point. If the defense attorney is not able to complete the assigned counsel
eligibility screening, then the defendant is instructed to contact the Public Defender Office to be
interviewed for assigned counsel eligibility. This interview can occur by phone or in person.
Additionally, each day, staff from the Public Defender Office check the jail logs to identify
defendants who have been detained but were not represented at arraignment. If any, staff visit
and interview those defendants that day. This interview is designed not only to determine
eligibility for assigned counsel, but also to ascertain if there is a need to immediately calendar
the case, for example, to argue that the defendant should be released. Finally, in the rare
instances in which a defendant is arraigned without counsel and not detained, the judge will
inform the defendant that he or she can contact the Public Defender Office to apply for assigned
counsel.
Notably, since Ms. Lapp revised the Public Defender Office’s eligibility criteria and procedures,
the assigned counsel eligibility interview has been used as a more comprehensive “intake”
interview, and staff obtain information about the defendant’s criminal history, medical and
mental health history, place of birth, and family. This interview is also used as an opportunity to
obtain a complete picture of the defendant’s financial situation, which is important not only to
determine eligibility for assignment of counsel, but also for bail arguments and plea negotiations.
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Thus, it would be improper to refer to the form that is completed during this interview as an
assigned counsel application. Rather, it is better characterized as an intake form.23
The following is a summary of the criteria and procedures Ms. Lapp initiated that were used until
implementation of the Eligibility Standards and, where consistent with the Eligibility Standards,
continue to be used:
-

Affirmations or attestations: Applicants are not asked to sign, swear or affirm to the
truthfulness of the information they provide.

-

Verifying documentation: In borderline cases, or, “if something does not seem right”
about an applicant’s financial circumstances, pay stubs, tax returns or other verification
documents are requested. As Ms. Lapp has told ILS: “If numbers don't add up, we will
request additional materials. If a person has substantial debt, we will request
verification. If there is any confusion as to a person's actual income, we will request
verification. If a person owns his own business, [we] will typically request tax returns, as
they show a good picture of net income after expenses.”24

-

Partial payment orders under County Law § 722-d: The Public Defender Office would
occasionally recommend that a judge assign counsel contingent upon an order being
issued for partial payment of defense costs.

-

Third-party income: The Public Defender considered spousal income and parental
income (for minors) in its eligibility assessments, but only if the defendants consented to
having the Public Defender Office contact their spouse or parents.

-

Presumptions of eligibility: The Public Defender Office used the following graduated
income guidelines as presumptions of eligibility: 125% of the FPG for defendants
charged with a misdemeanor or a violation; 140% of the FPG for defendants charged
with a DWI or Class D or E felony; 185% of the FPG for defendants charged with a Class
A, B, C felony or a sex offense. Defendants who received public assistance or who lived
in public housing were also considered presumptively eligible for assigned counsel.

-

Ability to post bond or pay cash bail: The Public Defender Office does not deny
assignment of counsel just because a defendant can pay bail or post bond.

-

Non-liquid assets: The Public Defender Office considered non-liquid assets, such as
vehicles and cars. Owning these assets would not result in an automatic denial of counsel,
but would instead be considered in the context of the defendant’s complete financial

23

Ms. Lapp has told ILS that it makes sense to obtain as much information as possible from a defendant during the
eligibility interview, which is almost always the first meeting with the defendant. For that reason, the information
included on the intake form is privileged information relevant not only for assigned counsel eligibility
determinations, but also relevant to the effective representation of the defendant.
24

Ms. Lapp stated this in response to a 2015 ILS survey of providers and judges regarding the criteria and
procedures used to determine assigned counsel eligibility.
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situation. For example, if the car was used for basic life necessities, owning a car might
in fact be considered a financial liability, since car payments, car maintenance, insurance,
and gas can be significant.
-

Other income: The Public Defender Office considered as income unemployment benefits,
child support received, and Social Security disability payments.

-

Financial liabilities: The Public Defender Office has traditionally considered an array of
financial liabilities, including: housing; utilities; transportation costs; child care and child
support obligations; student loans; other debts; and any other financial hardships, such as
the need to care for a loved-one, ongoing medical costs, etc.

-

Written notification of ineligibility determinations and reconsiderations: Ms. Lapp
personally reviews every “close call” or recommendation by her staff that a defendant be
deemed ineligible for assignment of counsel. After this careful review, defendants are
sent a letter informing them that they have been deemed ineligible for assignment of
counsel.

B. Steps taken to implement the Eligibility Standards
Ontario County staggered the implementation process, beginning to use the Eligibility Standards’
criteria in April 2016, soon after release of the Standards, and finalizing the implementation of
certain procedures by October 1, 2016. The Public Defender Office amended the various forms
used during the assigned counsel application process to bring them into compliance with the
Eligibility Standards. The intake form was modified to make it clear that receipt of child support
could not count as income, and to include a place to note the cost of retaining a private attorney
for the category of crime for which the applicant is charged. (Exhibit F includes the updated
intake form and all the other Public Defender Office assigned counsel eligibility documents).
Although the intake form continues to note information pertaining to spousal and parental
income and child support received, this information is no longer considered in the eligibility
assessment process. Furthermore, the Public Defender Office no longer considers gross income
in its assessment, but considers net income, in compliance with the Eligibility Standards.
It took longer to fully implement the Eligibility Standards’ procedures, particularly Procedure
XI, which requires that steps be taken to protect the confidentiality of information disclosed
during the assigned counsel application process. This is because in June 2016, the Advisory
Committee on Judicial Ethics issued Opinion 16-68, which seemingly restricts the ability of
courts to conduct assigned counsel eligibility inquiries off the record and to seal financial
eligibility documents defendants submit. (This Advisory Opinion is attached as Exhibit G). As
discussed further below in the Suffolk County section of this report, this Advisory Opinion does
not have a significant impact on the counties in which a provider conducts the assigned counsel
eligibility screening. However, upon learning of this Advisory Opinion, Ms. Lapp reached out to
ILS with the concern that it could have implications for defendants who appeal an ineligibility
recommendation to the judge, in which case the defendant might be asked to disclose financial
information on the record or to provide financial documents that are then made part of the public
court file. In consultation with ILS, Ms. Lapp made several significant changes to the ILS
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Sample Notice of Right to Seek Review form that providers are asked to give to applicants
whom they have deemed ineligible for assignment of counsel. The Sample Notice, in its original
form, advised applicants that they may ask the provider to reconsider its ineligibility
determination, or they may appeal to the judge, or do both. The form needed to be revised to
alert applicants that if they appeal to the judge, the information they disclose during the assigned
counsel application process might be made accessible to the public. ILS incorporated many of
Ms. Lapp’s suggested changes into our Sample Notice of Right to Seek Review, which was
distributed to other providers and is available on the ILS website.
On May 9, 2016, ILS conducted its first Eligibility Standards training of providers, attended by
representatives from the Ontario County Public Defender Office, the Schuyler County Public
Defender Office and the Tompkins County ACP. Paul Chambers and Leah Morrow, who
conduct the eligibility screening for the Ontario County Public Defender Office, attended on
behalf of that Office.
On September 23, 2016, ILS and OCA conducted a training for the Ontario County judges and
magistrates on the Eligibility Standards. Nancy Sunukjian and Anthony Rossi presented on
behalf of OCA, and Lisa Robertson and Patricia Warth presented on behalf of ILS. Hon. Craig J.
Doran, 7th Judicial District Administrative Judge, and Hon. Richard A. Dollinger, Supreme Court
Justice and Supervising Judge for Town and Village Courts, were also present. Ms. Lapp and
several staff attorneys from the Public Defender Office attended this program, as did Michael
Reinhardt, Assistant County Attorney. Judge Doran introduced the program and remained to
answer questions and provide commentary. In particular, he commented on the confidentiality
issues raised by Judicial Advisory Committee Opinion 16-68, and acknowledged Ms. Lapp’s
efforts in protecting the confidentiality of information disclosed during the assigned counsel
application process.
C. Assessment of compliance with the Eligibility Standards
ILS has assessed the County’s compliance with the Eligibility Standards through ongoing
discussions with Ms. Lapp, a review of the data that has been sent to us, and what we learned
from judges and magistrates during the September 2016 eligibility training, which occurred
several months after implementation began. Below is our assessment:
-

Criteria I (core eligibility standard): The County’s assigned counsel eligibility standards
are designed to ensure that defendants who cannot afford to retain private counsel are
assigned counsel. The Public Defender Office obtains a complete picture of applicants’
financial circumstances, including a full assessment of their financial liabilities and
hardships. Additionally, the Public Defender personally reviews all potential ineligibility
determinations so that in close calls, she can accurately assess whether the applicant lacks
the ability to pay for counsel.

-

Criteria II (eligibility presumptions): The Public Defender Office uses all four
presumptions, and the income guideline now applies to defendants’ net (rather than
gross) income that is at or below 250% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines.
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-

Criteria III (ability to post bond or pay bail): A defendant’s ability to pay bail or post
bond is not used as a reason to deny assignment of counsel.

-

Criteria IV (third-party resources): Income from third parties, including parents and
spouses, is not considered in determining assigned counsel eligibility.

-

Criteria V (non-liquid assets): The intake form requests information pertaining to the
defendant’s possession of vehicles and real property. The Public Defender explained that
possessing a vehicle does not necessarily enhance a defendant’s ability to retain counsel.
Indeed, information about a defendant’s vehicle is part of assessing financial liabilities,
including transportation costs. In accordance with the Eligibility Standards, any real
estate owned by a defendant is considered only after assessing the fair market value and
the equity in the home. If both are significant and sufficient to retain private counsel, the
applicant is encouraged to secure a home equity loan to retain an attorney.

-

Criteria VI (child support and public assistance): In accordance with the Eligibility
Standards, receipt of public assistance is used as a presumption of eligibility, but it is not
considered to be income available to the defendant to pay for an attorney. Similarly, child
support payments are treated as a financial liability, but receipt of child support is not
considered as income available to the applicant to retain counsel.

-

Criteria VII (financial obligations): The Public Defender Office’s intake form lists
several debts and obligations that are considered, and the list is not exclusive. The intake
form invites applicants to identify other obligations that are not included in the list, as
well as “[a]ny other hardship factors that should be considered.” Ms. Lapp explained that
she considers as a hardship the costs to the applicant of taking care of another individual,
including those who are elderly or disabled.

-

Criteria VIII (cost of retaining counsel): Although, prior to implementation, the intake
form did not specifically take into account the actual cost of retaining an attorney, this
factor was nonetheless considered by the Public Defender Office in deciding whether
applicants had the financial resources to retain a private attorney. A notation regarding
the cost of retained counsel is now included on the intake form. As for assessing the
actual cost of retainers, Ms. Lapp stated that she has informally polled the former private
attorneys in her office to ascertain the amounts that attorneys are requesting as retainers.

-

Procedure X (responsibility for screening): For the past several years, Ontario County
courts have delegated to the Public Defender Office the responsibility of screening for,
and making a recommendation regarding, assigned counsel eligibility. Ms. Lapp reports
that the courts generally accept the Public Defender Office’s recommendations regarding
assigned counsel eligibility, and as of the writing of this report, could not think of an
instance since implementation in which a court has disagreed with the Office’s
recommendation.

-

Procedure XI (confidentiality): Because courts delegate the assigned counsel screening
function to the Public Defender Office, defendants are not required to disclose their
financial information in open court and on the record. The Public Defender Office also
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takes steps to guard the confidentiality of information disclosed during the intake
interview, treating this information as privileged and confidential. However, when the
interview is done at arraignment, it is not always possible to do so in a confidential
setting, either because one is not available or because law enforcement officers will not
leave the defendant alone with the attorney. Public Defender Office staff take steps to
protect the client’s confidentiality under those circumstances by, for example, limiting
the interview to ensure that there is no discussion about the substance of the charges.
-

Procedure XII (timeliness of decision): Currently, the Public Defender Office has
programs in place to provide full arraignment coverage throughout the county. Thus, in
most instances, attorneys can screen defendants at arraignment to determine eligibility for
assigned counsel. In those circumstances in which this is not possible, the defendants are
instructed to contact the Public Defender Office, and they can be screened by phone or in
person. Traditionally, if an applicant requests an assignment of counsel after learning that
he is being investigated by law enforcement, even though no charges have yet been filed,
the Public Defender would seek a court appointment before representing that individual.
However, following the 2014 Monroe County Court’s decision in People v. Rankin,25 the
Public Defender no longer waits for a court to assign, but immediately screens the
applicant for eligibility and provisionally assigns an attorney to the case until the court
chooses to act. The same procedure is applied for defendants who receive appearance
tickets and contact the Public Defender Office to request assigned counsel.

-

Procedure XIII (burden of application process): The Public Defender Office requires
verifying documentation only when necessary, such as when 1) the defendant’s financial
liabilities exceed the income reported; 2) the defendant’s reported income seems
sufficient to retain a lawyer, but the defendant reports excessive debts and financial
liabilities; and 3) the defendant is self-employed and his or her net income is not easily
discernible. The intake form used for assignment of counsel does not include an
affirmation of attestation.

-

Procedure XIV (written notice of ineligibility decision): The Public Defender Office has
always sent written notification of ineligibility determinations to applicants deemed
ineligible for assigned counsel, even if the applicant was first notified orally. The Public
Defender Office now also sends a written notice of the right to seek review by her office,
or appeal to the judge, or do both. Ms. Lapp continues to personally review all
recommendations of ineligibility prior to notifying the applicant of a determination.

-

Procedure XV (orders for partial payment): The Public Defender Office no longer
recommends to courts that counsel be assigned contingent upon an order pursuant to
County Law § 722-d that the defendant be required to partially pay for the costs of
representation.

46 Misc.3d 791, 811 (County Ct, Monroe County 2014) (holding that “the Public Defender, following a
preliminary eligibility determination for a witness, suspect, or defendant, must have unconstrained liberty to act
swiftly in defense of his clients, no different than attorneys in the private sector.”).
25
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Regarding the Eligibility Standard’s data collection requirements set forth in Procedure XVI, the
Public Defender Office uses PDCMS, and took advantage of the updates made regarding
eligibility data. ILS received the first eligibility report from the Public Defender Office on
January 27, 2017. This report covers the last quarter of 2016 (October 1 through December 31).
During that time, 682 individuals applied for assignment of counsel; 650 were found eligible and
the remaining 32 found ineligible.26 It is important to contextualize this data. The Public
Defender Office utilizes a wider definition of “ineligible” than was intended when the PDCMS
updates were created, to include “not only persons who had been screened and found financially
ineligible, but also [for example] individuals who indicated during the screening process that
they intended to retain private counsel.”27 ILS clarified with the Public Defender Office that the
32 “ineligible” determinations included: 4 individuals who were found ineligible for financial
reasons; 27 individuals who intended to retain private counsel; and 1 individual who declined to
complete the interview. The Public Defender Office reported that there were no eligibility
screening reconsiderations, appeals, or County Law § 722-d order requests.
Moving forward, ILS will work with NYSDA and the Public Defender Office to create a method
to accommodate the various reasons for each “ineligible” screening determination (i.e.,
financially ineligible, statutorily ineligible, etc.).
D. Barriers to implementation and ongoing challenges
There have been no significant barriers to implementation. As stated previously, the Advisory
Committee on Judicial Ethics’ Opinion 16-68, issued in June 2016, required amendments to the
ILS Sample Notice of Right to Seek Review. ILS is grateful to Ms. Lapp for her thoughtfulness
in consulting with us on this issue and offering suggestions for amending this notice.
Going forward, Ms. Lapp is interested in working with ILS to streamline the ineligibility
determination notice. The Public Defender Office currently uses as a model the ILS Sample
Reason for Ineligibility Recommendation, which informs the applicant of all the financial
information that was considered in assessing the applicant’s eligibility for assigned counsel.
However, Ms. Lapp finds the preparation of this document to be needlessly unwieldy and timeconsuming and believes that it does not directly inform the applicant why he or she was deemed
ineligible for assigned counsel. ILS will work with Ms. Lapp on developing a notice that is less
cumbersome for the Public Defender Office, and more informative for the applicant.

Schuyler County
Serving as the gateway to the 14-county Finger Lakes Region of Upstate New York, Schuyler
County is surrounded by Yates and Seneca Counties to the north, Tompkins County to the east,
Steuben County to the west, and Chemung County to the south. The county is rural, with a land
mass of 328 square miles and 14 square miles of water, placing it amongst the geographically
26

Differences in the data reported here compared to data reported in The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five
Upstate New York Counties are attributed to the reporting of data spanning different date ranges.
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smaller counties in New York State. In 2015, its population was 18,816, the second smallest in
the State. The median household income was $47,680, approximately 80% of the statewide
average, and 14.5% of the population lived below the poverty level. Also in 2015, DCJS reported
that 51% of the 119 criminal arrests disposed of were for misdemeanors, and 49% were for
felonies, of which 5% were for violent felonies.
Criminal matters in Schuyler County are handled in the County Court and the 11 Town and
Village Courts (“justice courts”). The courts located in Watkins Glen, Hector, and Montour Falls
are the busiest. Watkins Glen is the county seat.
Until recently, Schuyler County had a Public Defender Office, a Conflict Defender, and an
informal panel of attorneys who would take assigned counsel cases. Wesley A. Roe heads the
Public Defender Office. In April 2016, as part of its initiative to improve the quality of public
criminal defense, the County terminated its Conflict Defender program, and, through an intermunicipality cooperative agreement with Tompkins County, contracted for a regional Assigned
Counsel Program (“ACP”) to be administered by the Tompkins County Assigned Counsel
Program. This regional ACP handles those cases in which the Public Defender Office is
conflicted or otherwise disqualified from representing a defendant.
A. The criteria and procedures used in Schuyler County prior to implementation of the
Eligibility Standards
Prior to 2016, the Public Defender Office conducted all the financial eligibility screening for
assigned counsel representation. Mr. Roe distributed to judges an application for assignment of
counsel and asked the judges to provide it, at arraignment, to defendants who wished to apply for
assigned counsel. Mr. Roe also provided this application to the Schuyler County Sheriff and
asked that jail staff make it available to pretrial detainees who wished to apply for assigned
counsel. Applicants were instructed to return completed applications to the Public Defender
Office by in-person delivery or by mail; the Public Defender Office would then review them to
determine eligibility for assignment of counsel. If the applicant was deemed eligible, the Office
would assign an attorney and send a letter to the applicant notifying him or her of the decision, as
well as the identity and contact information of the attorney. The Public Defender Office also sent
letters to applicants who were deemed ineligible for assigned counsel, notifying them of the
decision.
Starting in 2014, two developments impacted Schuyler County’s assigned counsel application
process. First, and perhaps more importantly, in early 2014, the Public Defender Office initiated
a program to provide defense counsel at all arraignments that occur during business hours; in
2015, the program was expanded to cover evening arraignments; and in 2016, it was expanded to
cover weekend and holiday arraignments. At arraignments, the Public Defender Office attorneys
explain to defendants that they have the right to assigned counsel if they cannot afford to retain
private counsel. The arraigning attorneys also encourage and assist defendants in completing the
assigned counsel application, particularly those defendants who are remanded to pretrial
detention; the attorneys then take the application with them when they leave court so that
defendants do not have to submit it themselves. Mr. Roe has told ILS that he believes the counsel
at arraignment programs have resulted in more defendants exercising their Sixth Amendment
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right and applying for assigned counsel. As set forth in ILS’ report, The Impact of Eligibility
Standards in Five Upstate New York Counties, preliminary data about assigned counsel
eligibility determinations provide support for Mr. Roe’s assessment.28
The second development is the County’s decision to regionalize its assigned counsel panel with
the Tompkins County ACP. The cooperative agreement between the two counties specifically
addresses assigned counsel eligibility determinations, providing that in conflict cases, the ACP
shall review assigned counsel applications and determine eligibility for assignment of counsel in
accordance with any eligibility standards developed by ILS. The Public Defender Office still
receives the assigned counsel application, but if it determines that there is a conflict, the
application is forwarded to the ACP, which makes an eligibility determination before providing
services on that case.
Below is more detailed information about the specific criteria and procedures used prior to
implementation of the Eligibility Standards:
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-

Barriers to applying: The Public Defender Office generally did not require defendants to
provide verifying documentation, but applicants were required to attest to the truthfulness
of the information they provided. The assigned counsel application required applicants to
provide the name and address of their bank, but the Public Defender Office did not
investigate what was reported on the application.

-

Notification about right to seek reconsideration or to appeal: Defendants deemed
ineligible were notified in writing of the decision and told that they could appeal it to the
court. Mr. Roe reports that judges often reversed the Public Defender Office’s
ineligibility determinations and assigned counsel. Defendants were not told that they had
a right to ask the Public Defender Office to reconsider its determination.

-

Presumptions of eligibility: The Public Defender Office used two eligibility
presumptions: 1) income at or below 125% of the FPG; and 2) students or applicants who
were 18 years or younger. In assessing income, the Public Defender Office considered
gross rather than net income. While the Public Defender Office did not formally consider
defendants on public assistance or in custody as presumptively eligible, in actual practice
they were treated as such because they never had income sufficient to pay for an attorney.

-

Third-party income: The Public Defender Office did not consider parental income, but it
did consider the income of spouses living with the defendant (as long as the spouse was
not a complaining witness).

-

Income: Although the application requested the amount of public assistance received, the
Public Defender Office did not consider this source as income available to retain counsel.
However, it did consider as income other need-based benefits such as SSI, as well as
unemployment benefits and child support received.

See The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New York Counties, at 24.
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-

Ability to post bond or pay bail: The Public Defender Office did not automatically deem
defendants who had paid bail or posted bond as ineligible for assignment of counsel. Mr.
Roe noted that in many cases, bail is paid by a friend or a relative, and hence ability to
pay bail is not necessarily indicative of the ability to retain counsel. The application
asked about bail, but did so for reasons other than for determining eligibility.

-

Financial obligations: The former application did not provide defendants a chance to list
their debts and financial obligations, except for child support obligations, which were
deducted from gross income.

-

Non-liquid assets: The application requested information pertaining to vehicles owed by
the defendant, as well as the defendant’s primary residence, but the Public Defender
Office did not consider these assets when determining whether a defendant had the ability
to pay for counsel. Mr. Roe told ILS that information was used as “a piece of the picture.
We did not automatically deny someone just because they owned a house or a vehicle.”

B. Steps taken to implement the Eligibility Standards
Shortly after the Eligibility Standards were issued on April 6, 2016, Mr. Roe asked ILS to
conduct a training for the Public Defender Office and ACP staff. The training occurred on May
9, 2016, and included the following people: Mr. Roe; Lisa Orr, Schuyler County Public Defender
Office Manager; Lance Salisbury, Tompkins County ACP Supervising Attorney; Julia Hughes,
Tompkins County ACP Administrator; Patricia Halstead, Tompkins County Administrative
Assistant;29 Mary King, Tompkins County ACP Administrative Assistant; Joe Mareane,
Tompkins County Administrator; Paul Chambers, Investigator, Ontario County Public Defender
Office; and Leah Morrow, Paralegal, Ontario County Public Defender Office.
Following the training, Mr. Roe consulted with ILS to update the Schuyler County assigned
counsel application, using ILS’ sample application as a template and modifying it where
appropriate to address County-specific nuances. Mr. Roe began implementation on July 6, 2016
by sending a letter, with the new assigned counsel application and the presumption of eligibility
income chart, to the Schuyler County Court Judge and all Schuyler County magistrates.
After sending this letter, and in advance of the Settlement’s October 2016 implementation
deadline, Mr. Roe also modified for his office’s use the ILS Sample Notice of Eligibility
Recommendation and Notice of Right to Seek Review.
On October 3, 2016, ILS and OCA conducted a joint training on the Eligibility Standards for the
Schuyler County magistrates. Nancy Sunukjian and Anthony Rossi presented on behalf of OCA;
Lisa Robertson and Patricia Warth presented on behalf of ILS. Ten magistrates attended, as well
as the following individuals: Hon. Molly R. Fitzgerald, 6th Judicial District Administrative
Judge; Hon. Gerald A. Keene, Tioga County Judge and Supervising Judge, 6th Judicial District
Town and Village Courts; Lisa Daniel Smith, Counsel for the 6th Judicial District; Steven
Getman, Schuyler County Attorney; and Seamus Donnelly, Schuyler County Assistant District
29

Ms. Halstead works in Schuyler County and is responsible for managing the assignment of counsel in Schuyler
County and collecting, maintaining, and reporting on data pertaining to these assignments.
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Attorney. On behalf of the mandated providers, Wes Roe, Lance Salisbury, Julia Hughes, and
Patricia Halstead attended. During the training, a substantive discussion ensued about
maintaining the confidentiality of information defendants disclose during the assigned counsel
application process, and magistrates said that they would prefer that the Public Defender Office
and ACP continue screening defendants so that magistrates would not have to do so in court and
on the record. One magistrate, however, noted that the recently revised application included a
line for magistrates to initial the application, and he suggested that doing so might result in an
argument that the application should be made part of the court file which is available to the
public. There was consensus that there is no reason for magistrates to initial the application and
that this line should be removed.
Following this training, Mr. Roe consulted with ILS to make the necessary modifications to the
Schuyler County assigned counsel application, which he then circulated to the magistrates.
Attached as Exhibit H is the finalized application and other documents used in the eligibility
determination process.
C. Assessment of compliance with the Eligibility Standards
ILS has assessed Schuyler County’s compliance with the Eligibility Standards by reviewing the
application, engaging in on-going conversations with the Public Defender Office and ACP staff,
and reviewing the data they have sent to us. We also learned quite a bit about implementation
from the magistrates training conducted on October 3, 2016, which was several months after the
July 2016 implementation. Our assessment is as follows:
-

Criteria I (core eligibility standard): Schuyler County has changed the assigned counsel
application to ensure that defendants identify their debts and financial obligations in
addition to their income and assets, which is essential to determining if a defendant has
the resources to retain private counsel. As a result, defendants who cannot pay the costs
of their defense are receiving assigned counsel.

-

Criteria II (eligibility presumptions): The assigned counsel application highlights the
Eligibility Standard’s four eligibility presumptions. Public Defender Office staff report
that this has streamlined the application process.

-

Criteria III (ability to post bond or pay bail): Defendants are not denied assigned
counsel eligibility just because they can pay cash bail or post bond.

-

Criteria IV (third-party resources): The assigned counsel application does not require
defendants to report third-party income, and the Public Defender Office and ACP do not
consider third-party income in making assigned counsel eligibility determinations.

-

Criteria V (non-liquid assets): The assigned counsel application asks defendants to list
vehicles that are not used for basic life necessities and any real estate owned. For each,
the application asks about the fair market value and the amount owed, so that the Public
Defender Office and ACP can determine if there is significant equity in the asset. Mr.
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Roe reports, however, that there is seldom a defendant who has non-liquid assets with
significant equity.
-

Criteria VI (child support and public assistance): The assigned counsel application does
not require defendants to list child support received, and the Public Defender Office and
ACP do not consider this as income available to the defendant. The application asks
about need-based public assistance, but only for purposes of deciding presumptive
eligibility.

-

Criteria VII (financial obligations): The assigned counsel application asks defendants to
list the following financial obligations: food, housing, utilities, transportation, child care,
child support and alimony payments, and medical expenses. The application also prompts
defendants to identify any other financial liabilities and provides examples. Thus, the
Public Defender Office and ACP now obtain a more complete assessment of whether
each defendant can, in fact, pay for counsel.

-

Criteria VIII (cost of retaining counsel): The application prompts the decision-maker to
assess the costs of a defense, and the Public Defender Office and ACP do so informally,
based on their knowledge of local practice.

-

Procedure X (delegation of screening responsibility): Schuyler County judges and
magistrates have traditionally delegated to the providers of mandated representation the
role of screening and making a recommendation about assigned counsel eligibility.
According to Mr. Roe and consistent with the data sent to ILS, since implementation,
courts have consistently followed the recommendations of the Public Defender Office
and ACP.

-

Procedure XI (confidentiality): Because courts delegate the assigned counsel screening
function to the providers of mandated representation, defendants are not required to
disclose their financial information in open court and on the record. Both the Public
Defender Office and the ACP take steps to ensure that the assigned counsel application
forms remain confidential. If a judge requests to see an application, the attorney will hand
it up to the judge to review, and then take it back so that it is not filed with the court and
therefore does not become part of the public court file. As with many jurisdictions, it is
not always possible to conduct a confidential interview at arraignment. Generally, Public
Defender Office attorneys do not interview defendants at arraignment about assigned
counsel eligibility, but instead provide defendants with a copy of the application and tell
them they can complete it there or take it with them to complete and send to the Public
Defender Office.

-

Procedure XII (timeliness of decision): Defendants who are remanded to custody at
arraignment are considered presumptively eligible for counsel, though the Public
Defender Office still asks such defendants to complete the application so that the office
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can collect and maintain relevant information and data.30 Other defendants are instructed
to complete the assigned counsel application and either give it to the arraigning attorney
or send it to the Public Defender Office. Once the Public Defender Office or the ACP
receives the application, an eligibility decision is made promptly. Regarding applicants
who contact the Public Defender Office because they believe they are being investigated,
or are otherwise facing a possible criminal prosecution, Mr. Roe talks to such individuals,
and where appropriate, provisionally assigns counsel pending an eligibility screening.
-

Procedure XIII (burden of application process): The application process is not
burdensome. Applicants are asked to sign the application, but an affirmation or attestation
is no longer required. Verifying documentation is seldom required, though it probably
would be required in “close calls.”

-

Procedure XIV (written notice of ineligibility decision): The Public Defender Office (or
ACP in conflict cases) sends written notification to defendants deemed ineligible for
assigned counsel. This written notification explains the reason for the denial and is
accompanied by a separate form notifying applicants of their right to seek reconsideration
or appeal.

-

Procedure XV (partial payment orders): The Public Defender Office has traditionally not
requested judges to issue partial payment orders at the time counsel is assigned, and
judges have traditionally not issued such orders on their own. Mr. Roe opines that it is not
a good use of his office’s time and that the administrative costs associated in collecting
those funds far outweigh any financial benefit to the County.

Regarding the data collection and maintenance requirements set forth in Procedure XVI of the
Eligibility Standards, ILS has worked with the Public Defender Office and the ACP, since both
are responsible for screening applicants for assigned counsel eligibility, as set forth below:
Schuyler County Public Defender Office
The Public Defender Office utilizes PDCMS to collect, maintain, and report data, and the
office took advantage of the eligibility updates made to PDCMS to issue a report to ILS
regarding the last quarter of 2016 (October 1 through December 31). The data we received
show that 117 individuals applied for assignment of counsel, with all 117 found eligible
and no individuals found ineligible. The data also indicates that there were no eligibility
screening reconsiderations, appeals, or County Law § 722-d order requests.
Tompkins County ACP
ILS received a report from the ACP spanning the last quarter of 2016 representing the
number of applicants screened for eligibility whose cases were conflicted out of the Public
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Defender Office. Of the 28 applicants screened, one was found ineligible. ILS clarified
with the ACP that the one individual found ineligible was deemed so for statutory and not
financial reasons. The information the ACP sent indicates that there were no eligibility
screening reconsiderations, appeals, or County Law § 722-d order requests.
D. Barriers to implementation and ongoing challenges
There have been no identifiable barriers to implementing the Eligibility Standards in Schuyler
County.

Suffolk County
Suffolk County is a large suburban county on the eastern end of Long Island. In 2015, the
County’s population of just over 1.5 million had a median household income of $88,663, which
is approximately 150% of the New York State average. Suffolk County is an expensive place to
live; according to The Self-Sufficiency Standard for New York State 2010,31 in 2010, a family of
two adults and one child would need to earn $86,245, which was 391% of the FPG, to live
without relying on public or private assistance; a family of one adult and one child would need
$65,895 or 452% of the FPG.
According to DCJS, in 2015, a total of 21,460 criminal arrests were disposed of in Suffolk
County, 75% of which were misdemeanors, and 25% felonies. Five percent of the felonies were
violent felonies. Suffolk County’s criminal court system is split between the County’s West and
East Ends. On the West End, a District Court located in Central Islip has jurisdiction over
criminal matters for the five West End towns, while on the East End, ten town and village courts
(“justice courts”) handle criminal matters. The County Court is located on the East End in
Riverhead. In most instances, cases originate in District Court or in one of the justice courts, and
therefore most initial eligibility decisions are determined in District Court or in one of the East
End justice courts.
Suffolk County differs from the other Hurrell-Harring counties in that there is no single entity
that conducts all the screening for assigned counsel eligibility. Instead, different mechanisms
exist for determining eligibility depending on whether the defendant is arraigned in the District
Court or in one of the East End justice courts. This is described more fully below.
A. The criteria and procedures used in Suffolk County prior to implementation of the
Eligibility Standards.
The criteria and procedures used in District Court and in the East End justice courts prior to
implementation of the Eligibility Standards are set forth below:
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1. District Court
In District Court, there are two parts for arraigning defendants: 1) D-11, where defendants who
are detained after their arrest are arraigned; and 2) the Street Appearance Part (SAP), where
defendants who are issued appearance tickets after their arrest are arraigned. In both parts,
Suffolk County has taken advantage of ILS grant and distribution funding to ensure that
defendants are represented by defense counsel at arraignment.
For several years, the County’s Department of Probation has been conducting screening of
defendants in D-11 prior to arraignment to assess whether they should be released on their own
recognizance (“ROR” screening). Although this ROR screening is Probation’s primary function,
as a courtesy to the courts, Probation has also agreed to screen defendants for assigned counsel
eligibility. It is our understanding that Probation did this screening without any written criteria
regarding financial eligibility for assignment of counsel. Additionally, Probation was not able to
collect or maintain any data regarding the eligibility screening they conducted; instead, they
targeted their limited resources to collecting and maintaining ROR screening data instead. Thus,
there is no reliable information available on how often Probation recommended that defendants
be deemed eligible for assignment of counsel; nor is there reliable information on how often
judges accepted or rejected Probation’s recommendations or what criteria courts used in making
their assigned counsel decisions.
Unlike D-11, District Court’s Street Appearance Part does not have an entity that screens
defendants and makes a recommendation regarding eligibility. Thus, judges are solely
responsible for obtaining information from defendants to determine eligibility for assignment of
counsel. ILS has been told that there is no common procedure or criteria that judges use in
determining assigned counsel eligibility and that there is significant variation in how much
information individual judges obtain from defendants to make an eligibility decision, just as
there is a variation in the criteria judges use in determining which defendants are eligible for
assigned counsel.
In both the D-11 and the SAP parts, judges more readily assign counsel to those defendants who
are remanded to pre-trial detention and defendants who are arraigned on felony offenses.32
Additionally, in both parts, there is an ILS grant-funded attorney who is responsible for
representing defendants who are considered ineligible for assigned counsel. These grant-funded
attorneys will continue to provisionally represent defendants charged with a felony and
remanded to pre-trial custody until the next court appearance.
In the SAP part, at the beginning of the court calendar, judges announce to everyone in the
courtroom that defendants have the right to counsel and the right to an assigned counsel if they
cannot afford an attorney. However, in those situations in which a defendant is not remanded to
pre-trial detention and not charged with a serious felony, the District Court judges tend to
encourage defendants to retain private counsel, often telling them that they must “come back
with a lawyer.” In such circumstances, defendants are not deemed eligible for assignment of
counsel at their first court appearance, but as the case progresses, courts are more inclined to
assign counsel if the defendant continues to appear at scheduled court sessions without private
32
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counsel. The result of this practice is that many defendants – most often those charged with
misdemeanors who are not in custody – have multiple court appearances without counsel, often
in different court parts, until they are finally deemed eligible for assignment of counsel.
2. East End Justice Courts
In the East End justice courts, if a defendant is arraigned and remanded, the court will presume
the defendant eligible for, and will assign, counsel. If the defendant is not remanded, the court
will conduct a brief inquiry into the defendant’s financial situation. If it is obvious that the
defendant cannot afford private counsel, the judge will assign counsel. If it is not obvious, the
judge will instruct the defendant to go to the Suffolk County Legal Aid Society (“SCLAS”) to
apply for assigned counsel. All the East End courts have forms they provide defendants in such
circumstances with directions to SCLAS and a list of the documents they should bring. If the
SCLAS has a conflict, the case will go to the Assigned Counsel Program.
The SCLAS traditionally deemed as presumptively
eligible applicants who: 1) live in public housing; 2)
are incarcerated or confined to a mental health
facility; 3) receive need-based public assistance; or 4)
have an income at or below 125% of the FPG.
The SCLAS also considered the income of parents
and spouses as available to the defendant (though
they report that these third parties were not always
cooperative in the application process), which often
made the assigned counsel application process more
time consuming. Table 2 summarizes the
presumptions and third-party income that SCLAS
typically considered.

Table 2: Presumptive Eligibility and the
Consideration of Third Party Resources in
Suffolk County Prior to the Criteria and
Procedures
Persons presumptively eligible for counsel

Living in public housing

Incarcerated or confined to a
mental health facility

Receiving public benefits
(welfare)

Income below 125% of Federal
Poverty Line
Third parties whose income could be
considered in the eligibility determination

Spouses

Parents

For the defendants who were not presumptively
eligible, the SCLAS would engage in a more in-depth
assessment of their income, typically requiring them
to produce paystubs or other verifying documents. The SCLAS’ assessment was comprehensive,
and it collected and considered information about financial assets and liabilities. SCLAS staff
then balanced defendants’ assets against their liabilities to ascertain if they could afford to retain
counsel. Thus, an applicant with significant debt, but little income or assets, would likely be
deemed eligible for assignment of counsel. Though comprehensive, the SCLAS did not consider
all of a defendant’s basic living costs, taking into account housing and utility bills, but not other
expenses such as food and transportation. Notably, the SCLAS was thoughtful about the reality
that many low-income people in Suffolk County can only secure seasonal work. Thus, if a
defendant reported savings, the SCLAS would ascertain if the defendant worked seasonally, and
if so, what portion of these savings were needed to pay the living expenses of the defendant and
his or her dependents during the season when work is not available.
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The SCLAS did not automatically deem defendants who could post bond or pay cash bail as
ineligible for assigned counsel, though if the bail paid or bond posted by the defendant was
significant, judges would often ask the SCLAS to re-screen the defendant to ascertain if the
defendant had resources that had not previously been disclosed. The SCLAS previously asked
defendants to affirm or attest to the truthfulness of the information they disclosed, but several
years ago, they stopped doing so after learning that in other counties, law enforcement agencies
were actively seeking out assigned counsel applications to investigate possible criminal activity.
SCLAS staff report that since they have stopped using an affirmation or attestation, they are
getting more thorough financial information because defendants do not fear that the information
they provide will be used against them.
The SCLAS has traditionally considered the cost of retaining private counsel, which can be
particularly expensive on the East End. SCLAS staff estimate that, generally, retaining counsel
for misdemeanor cases costs about $5,000, and for felony cases about $10,000. They have also
traditionally considered the fact that these costs are higher for more complex cases that will
almost certainly require the use of experts, such as cases in which defendants have a mental
health issue.
In terms of confidentiality, SCLAS staff have always interviewed defendants in a confidential
setting inside the SCLAS office. They begin these interviews by informing the defendant of the
purpose of the interview and hence the importance of being honest and accurate; they also assure
defendants that they need not fear being forthcoming because the information they disclose will
remain confidential and will not be re-disclosed. Staff create a non-judgmental atmosphere in
which defendants feel comfortable providing complete information about their financial
situation. Using the information obtained from the defendant, SCLAS staff have always made an
immediate determination as to the defendant’s eligibility for assignment of counsel, often
consulting with a more experienced staff member in “close calls.” If the defendant was
determined to be ineligible, the SCLAS staff person would verbally inform the defendant that he
or she could return with additional information and documentation to have the ineligibility
determination reconsidered. SCLAS staff also verbally informed ineligible applicants that they
could appeal to the judge, and they would describe to the defendant the type of information that
should be given to the judge for this appeal.
Overall, the criteria and procedures that the SCLAS had been using were already consistent with
the Eligibility Standards, with a few exceptions.
B. Steps taken to implement the Eligibility Standards
Working with Probation, the SCLAS, and OCA, ILS took the following steps to implement the
Eligibility Standards.
1. District Court’s D-11 Part: ILS’ work with Probation
In August 2016, after consulting with Hon. C. Randall Hinrichs, Suffolk County District
Administrative Judge, ILS contacted Patrice Dlhopolsky, Director of Suffolk County Probation,
to discuss Probation’s assigned counsel eligibility screening and capacity to implement the
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Eligibility Standards. Ms. Dlhopolsky said that Probation has an “ROR Unit” with investigators
who interview detained defendants prior to their arraignment and obtain information needed to
determine a defendant’s appropriateness for release. This is done using an instrument that
“scores” the defendant based on the specified information collected. Because Probation has been
asked to do so, as part of this interview, the investigators include questions about the defendant’s
financial eligibility for assignment of counsel. Ms. Dlhopolsky described the screening process
as “very quick,” so as not to delay the court calendar. Thus, Probation’s screening form can
include only a limited number of questions regarding financial eligibility for assignment of
counsel. Additionally, Ms. Dlhopolsky noted that this screening must be done in the courthouse
holding pens immediately prior to arraignment, and that therefore, maintaining the
confidentiality of the information obtained simply is not possible.
Ms. Dlhopolsky emphasized that Probation’s primary function is to screen defendants for
appropriateness for ROR. Still, she expressed a continued willingness to assist the D-11 judges in
screening for assigned counsel eligibility. Because of limited staff and time in which to conduct
this screening, ILS agreed with Ms. Dlhopolsky’s assessment that Probation has the capacity to
screen only for presumptive eligibility for assignment of counsel. Therefore, ILS worked with
Ms. Dlhopolsky on amending Probation’s ROR instrument to also obtain enough financial
information from defendants to determine if they are presumptively eligible for assignment of
counsel. The amended ROR instrument is attached as Exhibit I. In addition to amending
Probation’s ROR instrument, Ms. Dlhopolsky designated five staff members from her “ROR
Unit” to attend the OCA-ILS joint training for judges regarding the Eligibility Standards. (This
training is discussed further below).
Despite Probation’s limited resources, Ms. Dlhopolsky was willing to collect and maintain data
on the outcome of Probation’s screening. She also agreed to report to ILS monthly the number of
defendants screened, and of these, the number Probation deemed presumptively eligible for
assignment of counsel. This data is discussed further in this report.
For defendants who are not presumptively eligible for assignment of counsel, the court must
determine if further screening is necessary, and if so, the scope of this screening.
2. East End Justice Courts: ILS’ work with the SCLAS
On July 11, 2016, ILS conducted a thorough training regarding the Eligibility Standards for the
ACP and the SCLAS. Stephanie McCall, ACP Deputy Administrator, attended on behalf of the
ACP, while Laurette Mulry, SCLAS’ Chief Attorney-in-Charge, attended for the SCLAS, along
with ten other SCLAS staff members who are involved in screening for assigned counsel
eligibility and collecting and maintaining the data on this screening. Generally, the SCLAS uses
two of their investigators to screen for assigned counsel eligibility: Brennan Holmes and Hilda
Garay. Ms. Garay is bi-lingual and able to interview defendants whose primary language is
Spanish. Other support staff are also available to screen if necessary.
During this training, we discussed the assigned counsel application to be used. The SCLAS
decided to use the ILS Sample Application, but to slightly modify it to accommodate the needs
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of its office, such as including the SCLAS logo and address. Attached as Exhibit J is the SCLAS
application.
3. The Judiciary: Joint ILS and OCA training
As stated previously, ILS coordinated with OCA’s Office of Justice Court Support to develop a
training curriculum for judges and magistrates in the five Hurrell-Harring counties. This joint
OCA-ILS training was presented to the Suffolk County District Court judges and the Town and
Village Court magistrates on September 19, 2016. Nancy Sunukjian presented for OCA, and Lisa
Robertson and Patricia Warth presented for ILS. Judge Hinrichs introduced the program.
Seventeen judges and magistrates attended, as well as staff from Probation’s ROR Unit, SCLAS
staff, members of the Suffolk County Bar Association, and County Attorney Dennis Brown.
C. Assessment of compliance with the Eligibility Standards
To assess the County’s compliance with the Eligibility Standards, ILS has had ongoing contact
with staff from the SCLAS, has obtained and reviewed data monthly from Probation, and has
conducted a limited number of observations of proceedings in District Court. Our assessment
below distinguishes between the East End courts and the District Court.
1. East End Town and Village Courts
The SCLAS implemented the Eligibility Standards by September 1, 2016. Because the previous
criteria and procedures used were consistent with the Eligibility Standards, implementation
required some “tweaks” to its assigned counsel application process, but not a wholesale change.
A brief assessment of each Criteria and Procedure is as follows:
-

Criteria I (core eligibility standard): The SCLAS had traditionally used criteria and
procedures designed to ensure that counsel is assigned to defendants who do not have
sufficient resources to retain private counsel. SCLAS staff report that implementing the
Eligibility Standards has streamlined the application process for those who are obviously
eligible (such as defendants who receive need-based public assistance) while
simultaneously allowing for a more comprehensive assessment of defendants who do not
meet one of the eligibility presumptions.

-

Criteria II (presumptions of eligibility): The SCLAS is now using the four delineated
presumptions of eligibility. Screening staff estimate that approximately 70% to 80% of
applicants meet one the eligibility presumptions.

-

Criteria III (ability to post bond): The SCLAS has maintained its long-standing policy of
not automatically denying assigned counsel eligibility to defendants who can post bond
or pay cash bail.

-

Criteria IV (third-party resources): The SCLAS no longer considers third-party resources
as available to the defendant.
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-

Criteria V (non-liquid assets): The SCLAS does not consider any vehicles used for basic
life necessities; nor does the SCLAS consider an applicant’s primary residence except in
circumstances set forth in this Criteria. For any non-liquid assets that are potentially
considered, the SCLAS obtains information about the value of the asset and any equity
the applicant has in it.

-

Criteria VI (child support and public assistance): The SCLAS does not obtain
information about or consider child support received (though child support paid is
considered as a financial liability). The SCLAS obtains information about need-based
public assistance received to determine if an applicant is presumptively eligible for
assignment of counsel.

-

Criteria VII (financial obligations): The SCLAS has expanded the types of financial
obligations it considers so it is now obtaining a more comprehensive picture of the
defendant’s financial situation.

-

Criteria VIII (cost of retaining counsel): As stated above, the SCLAS has traditionally
considered the costs of paying for a defense, estimating retainers based on what they
know about East End practice, and taking into account the complexity of the case.

-

Procedure X (delegation of screening responsibility): East End magistrates have
traditionally delegated to the SCLAS the role of screening and making a recommendation
about assigned counsel eligibility. According to the SCLAS, East End magistrates
generally follow the SCLAS’ recommendations.

-

Procedure XI (confidentiality): Because the SCLAS screens for assigned counsel
eligibility, courts generally do not ask defendants detailed questions about their financial
ability to retain counsel in open court and on the record. The SCLAS continues to take
steps to ensure the confidentiality of the information obtained. Screening staff inform
defendants at the outset of the screening interview that the information disclosed is
confidential, encouraging defendants to provide full and complete information.

-

Procedure XII (timeliness of decision): At arraignment, counsel is assigned to those
defendants who are remanded to custody. Other defendants who seek to apply for counsel
go to the SCLAS office prior to their next court appearance to be screened. At the
completion of this interview, they are told if they are deemed eligible for assigned
counsel, and if so, who their attorney is. The SCLAS is revising its office protocols so
that individuals who contact the office seeking counsel because of an appearance ticket or
because they are being investigated by law enforcement can be assessed for assigned
counsel eligibility.

-

Procedure XIII (burden of application process): SCLAS staff are careful not to impose
requirements that create needless barriers to applying for assigned counsel. Several years
ago, the SCLAS discontinued the practice of requiring applicants to affirm or attest to the
accuracy of the information provided. In terms of verification of the financial information
applicants provide, the SCLAS requires applicants to provide documentation in close
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calls, and when the applicant’s income is such that it seems the applicant should be able
to retain counsel, but the applicant has significant financial obligations or liabilities. In
such cases, the SCLAS will ask for verification of the income as well as the financial
liabilities. SCLAS staff also ask for documentation in those few instances in which an
applicant has been deemed ineligible but is requesting reconsideration.
-

Procedure XIV (written notice of ineligibility): As previously stated, the SCLAS has
always verbally informed all ineligible applicants that, if presented with additional
information, they will reconsider the decision and that the applicant can also appeal to the
judge. ILS is currently working with the SCLAS on implementing an office protocol to
ensure that ineligible applicants are notified in writing of the ineligibility decision and
told of their right to seek reconsideration or appeal to the judge.

-

Procedure XV (use of partial payment orders at the time of assignment of counsel):
Judges on the East End have traditionally not ordered partial payment orders at the time
of assigning counsel, and it is not the practice of the SCLAS to ask them to do so.

Regarding data, ILS received a report from SCLAS spanning from September 1, 2016 to
December 31, 2016 representing the number of individuals screened in the East End town and
village courts. Of the 80 individuals screened, one individual was found ineligible. ILS
confirmed with the SCLAS that the one individual was found ineligible for financial reasons.
The Suffolk County Legal Aid Society reported that there were no eligibility screening
reconsiderations, appeals, or County Law § 722-d order requests.
Overall, SCLAS staff report that implementation of the Eligibility Standards has made the
assigned counsel application process less burdensome yet more consistent for applicants and for
SCLAS staff. As set forth in ILS’ report, The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate
New York Counties, it does not appear that implementation of the Eligibility Standards has
significantly impacted the number of defendants on the East End deemed eligible for assigned
counsel.
2. District Court
Since October 3, 2016, Probation has been screening all defendants to determine if they meet one
of the Eligibility Standards’ four presumptions of eligibility. As the data below reveal, on
average about 81% of those defendants screened met one of the eligibility presumptions.
Unfortunately, the courts do not collect or maintain data on the number of times judges actually
assign counsel, so ILS has not been able to obtain any data on what happens after Probation
recommends that a defendant is presumptively eligible for assignment of counsel.
Our limited court observations and discussions with attorneys who practice in D-11 suggest that
Probation’s implementation of the Eligibility Standards has resulted in more defendants being
assigned counsel at arraignment rather than later in their case, and thus fewer defendants facing a
gap in representation. Implementation of the Eligibility Standards also has resulted in Probation
using transparent written criteria.
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Still, our court observations and discussions with attorneys who practice in District Court have
revealed instances in which there are procedures and criteria used to determine assigned counsel
eligibility that deviate from the Eligibility Standards. We are told that some judges do not
consistently follow Probation’s recommendation that a defendant is presumptively eligible for
assignment of counsel, and instead seemingly use other criteria for assigned counsel eligibility.
For example, some judges will not assign counsel to defendants who state they own their own
home; in such cases, there is no inquiry made into the value of the home or its equity. Some
judges also will not assign counsel if a defendant states that he or she has a regular job,
regardless of the income from this job. Some judges apparently also do not consider defendants’
financial obligations or the need to care for dependents. For example, ILS observed one case in
which the defendant revealed that he had a job at which he earned about $600 per week. Without
asking the defendant if he had any dependents or financial liabilities, the judge told the defendant
he would have to “come back with an attorney.”
Also troubling is the fact that the assigned counsel eligibility screening is done in open court and
on the record, so there is no confidentiality and defendants can inadvertently disclose
information that implicates their 5th Amendment right against self-incrimination, or otherwise
compromise their defense.
Regarding District Court’s Street Appearance Part (SAP), it is not clear if the Eligibility
Standards have produced any changes in the assigned counsel application process or decisionmaking. Indeed, it is our understanding that each judge continues to use his or her individual
criteria and procedures which often conflict with the Eligibility Standards. Some judges screen
from the bench, asking defendants to disclose their financial information in open court. Although
judges will make a general statement at the beginning of every court calendar, announcing,
among other things, that defendants have a right to counsel and a right to an assigned attorney if
they cannot afford to pay for one, some judges will also announce that defendants who want
assigned counsel need to “go to Legal Aid,” but they do not tell these defendants how to contact
the SCLAS. Finally, some judges provide defendants who specifically ask for assigned counsel
a form instructing them as to what information and documentation they must bring to their next
court appearance. We have obtained two such forms, which are attached as Exhibit K. Both
forms instruct defendants to bring photo identification; bank books and bank statements; recent
pay stubs for all members of the household; income tax returns; proof of financial hardship, such
as utility service shutoffs; proof of Social Services awards; and proof of other financial benefits,
such as Social Security, retirement pensions, and unemployment insurance. Defendants under the
age of 21 are also instructed to bring their parents.
For both D-11 and the SAP, because each judge does it differently, it would be impossible to
accurately describe the criteria and procedures currently used. It is fair, however, to identify the
following as ongoing issues for implementation of the Eligibility Standards in Suffolk County’s
District Court:
-

There is no confidentiality in the screening process. Probation must screen in the holding
pens, where confidentiality is impossible. Additionally, judges continue to ask defendants
to disclose private financial information on the record and in open court.
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-

There are no uniform or transparent criteria used. This is true even in the D-11 part,
where Probation screens defendants for presumptive eligibility. While some judges
accept Probation’s recommendations, others do not.

-

Although courts make a general statement at the beginning of each calendar about the
right to assigned counsel, defendants are encouraged to retain counsel. This happens most
often in cases involving defendants charged with a misdemeanor and not remanded to
pre-trial detention. Some of these defendants do retain counsel, but at a risk that they can
only afford a retainer that is insufficient for quality representation.33

-

It is common for defendants who are charged with a misdemeanor and released postarraignment to have several court appearances over the course of several weeks or
months before they are assigned counsel. These repeated court appearances damage
judicial efficiency, and needlessly disrupt peoples’ lives by requiring them to forfeit
work, school, or family responsibilities.

-

The courts do not collect or maintain data on the number of defendants who apply for
counsel, the number deemed eligible, and the number deemed ineligible. These barriers
to obtaining data about the assigned counsel process in District Court are a significant
problem, since data is an essential part of assessing the assigned counsel application
process.

Though courts do not have data, ILS has received monthly reports from the Suffolk County
Probation Department spanning from October 3, 2016 to January 31, 2017. The data, shown
below, presents the number of individuals screened in the District Court’s D-11 Part, as well as
the number and percentage of those who Probation has determined are presumptively eligible for
assignment of counsel. On average, roughly 81% of those individuals screened by Probation
were determined to be presumptively eligible for assignment of counsel.

Time Period
10/3/2016 - 10/28/2016
10/29/2016 - 11/30/2016
12/1/2016 - 12/31/2016
1/1/2017 - 1/31/2017

Presumptively Eligible
Number
Percentage
772
87.3%
924
79.4%
778
78.8%
893
77.9%

Total Screened
884
1164
987
1146

As previously stated, there is no data available on the frequency with which the District Court
judges adopted Probation’s recommendations regarding assigned counsel eligibility, so this data
is just part of the picture. Anecdotal information suggests that District Court judges are not
consistently following these recommendations, though there seems to be an uptick in the number
33

ILS has been told by multiple sources that lawyers who accept low retainers often run out of money before the
case is resolved, and then ask the court for permission to withdraw from the case and for counsel to be assigned.
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of people assigned counsel at arraignment instead of later in the case. Thus, while the steps
Probation has taken to implement the Eligibility Standards in District Court’s Part D-11 appear
to have produced some improvement in ensuring that people who cannot afford counsel are
assigned counsel as soon as possible, it is evident that District Court judges continue to use
criteria and procedures that deviate from the Eligibility Standards and that produce negative
consequences for poor people charged with crimes.
D. Barriers to implementation and ongoing challenges
Suffolk County’s most significant barrier to implementation is the lack of a screening entity in
District Court, and thus the lack of uniform procedures and criteria for screening defendants for
assigned counsel eligibility. It is the experience of the other Hurrell-Harring counties that having
a screening entity has made implementation of the Eligibility Standards more manageable, and
has resulted in uniform, consistent, and transparent processes and decisions. Not surprisingly,
Suffolk County has achieved the most implementation success in the East End town and village
courts, where the SCLAS screens applicants and makes eligibility recommendations.
Another barrier is the Suffolk County Bar Association’s (“SCBA’s”) opposition to the Eligibility
Standards, as articulated in an August 5, 2016 letter to Governor Cuomo, which is attached as
Exhibit L. In this letter, the SCBA expresses its concern that the Eligibility Standards will result
in “a significant expansion of the number of people eligible for assigned counsel” which will
include “those financially able to retain private counsel.” It must be emphasized here that the
Eligibility Standards were designed precisely to distinguish between those defendants who can
pay for private counsel and those who cannot. It is not at all clear to us why the SCBA alleges
that the Eligibility Standards will result in counsel being assigned to defendants who can afford
to retain counsel.34
The SCBA also expresses a concern that the Eligibility Standards create a “potential for fraud in
order to obtain assigned counsel” and that this potential is “both manifest and likely” because
“defendants will not be required to substantiate their claims to [sic] indigence nor will they be
penalized for submitting false information.” Of course, defendants can lose the right to assigned
counsel if they intentionally provide false information to obtain assigned counsel, as made clear
in Procedures XIII and XV of the Eligibility Standards.35 Additionally, there is no reason to
34

It may be that the SCBA anticipates a significant increase in the number of defendants assigned counsel because
of the 250% FPG income presumption of eligibility. Notably, in identifying 250% of the FPG as the presumptive
eligibility income level, ILS looked to The Self-Sufficiency Standard for New York State 2010, which “provides a
detailed measure of what it takes to make ends meet in New York State without public or private assistance.” The
Self-Sufficiency Standard for New York State 2010, Executive Summary. As noted in The Self-Sufficiency Standard,
the income level for self-sufficiency in Suffolk County hovers around 400% of the FPG (depending on the number
of dependents in the home). While it is not yet clear the extent to which implementation of the 250% FPG income
presumption will expand the number of people eligible for assigned counsel, what is clear is that the pool of people
eligible will not include people who can pay for private counsel. In Suffolk County, people whose income is at or
below 250% of the FPG are far from being self-sufficient and must survive through significant public or private
assistance. Such individuals certainly do not have the resources to pay for an adequate criminal defense.
35

These procedures remind judges of their inherent authority to re-visit an assigned counsel eligibility determination
whenever a judge learns that the applicant had intentionally misrepresented his financial situation to obtain free
counsel.
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believe that refraining from needlessly burdensome application requirements, such as requiring
verifying documents in all cases and requiring applicants to attest or affirm to the information
they disclose, will enhance the occurrence of fraud. Published research about the assigned
counsel application process, and the information ILS learned during the public hearings we
conducted in 2015, reveal that i) few applicants intentionally engage in fraud to obtain assigned
counsel; and ii) requiring documentation in every case creates needless administrative costs for
courts and screening entities, and unacceptable delays in the assignment of counsel. To be sure,
ILS has trained providers that there will certainly be instances in which verifying documentation
should be requested, particularly if there is missing information or reason to believe that the
defendant is not providing complete or accurate information. Furthermore, providers have
learned that requiring an attestation or affirmation often diminishes the accuracy and
thoroughness of the information defendants provide, because they fear that the information they
disclose can be used against them and that even inadvertent mistakes could result in punitive
consequences.
ILS is confident that, over time, experience will show that the Eligibility Standards achieve the
goal of accurately discerning between those who can and those who cannot afford private
counsel, and that they do not result in the unwarranted assignment of counsel to people who are
financially able to retain an attorney.
A final challenge to implementation has been the June 16, 2016 issuance of Opinion 16-68 by
the Advisory Committee on Judicial Ethics (Advisory Committee) regarding Procedure XI of the
Eligibility Standards. Procedure XI is taken directly from the Hurrell-Harring Settlement, which
requires that the assigned counsel determination process be confidential.36 It is also derived from
professional standards and national guidelines, which emphasize the need to maintain the
confidentiality of information provided during the assigned counsel determination process.37
In Opinion 16-68, the Advisory Committee notes that judges “must not ‘initiate, permit, or
consider ex parte communications’ unless an exception applies.”38 The Advisory Committee
further notes that “a judge ‘may initiate or consider any ex parte communications when
36

See Hurrell-Harring Settlement, § VI, B.
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See, e.g., New York State Bar Ass’n Revised Standards for Providing Mandated Representation, Standard C-4
(2015) (“Rules, regulations, and procedures concerning the determination of initial eligibility and continuing
eligibility for mandated representation shall be designed so as to protect the client’s privacy and constitutional
rights…”); Brennan Center for Justice, Eligible for Justice: Guidelines for Appointing Defense Counsel, Guideline
6(a). These professional standards and guidelines recognize that maintaining confidentiality is a constitutional
imperative. See, e.g., Brennan Center for Justice, Guidelines, at 23 (confidentiality is critical because “defendants
must not be forced to choose between their Sixth Amendment right to counsel and their Fifth Amendment right not
to incriminate themselves”). It is not unusual for applicants during the assigned counsel determination process to
reveal information that implicates their Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination. Defendants should not
have to abandon one constitutional right to exercise another. Simmons v. United States, 390 U.S. 377, 394 (1968)
(“[W]e find it intolerable that one constitutional right should be surrendered in order to assert another.”); see also
United States v. Pavelko, 992 F.2d 32, 34 (3rd Cir. 1993). Put simply, confidentiality of the assigned counsel
eligibility determination process is necessary to fully protect defendants’ Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights.
38

See Opinion 16-68 (citing 22 NYCRR 100.3(B)(6)).
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authorized by law to do so.’”39 Thus, concludes the Advisory Committee, “absent a legal
requirement to do so, a judge should not voluntarily comply with the proposed guidelines to the
extent they require the judge to engage in impermissible ex parte communications or to close the
courtroom or seal the record other than as permitted by law.”40 The Advisory Committee,
however, states that it “cannot resolve the underlying legal questions” as to whether the law
authorizes ex parte communications and the sealing of records to maintain the confidentiality of
information a defendant discloses during the assigned counsel eligibility determination process.41
Judges have read Opinion 16-68 as precluding them from conducting assigned counsel eligibility
screenings at the bench and off the record, and from sealing or redacting written financial
information disclosed to the court. During the joint ILS-OCA trainings on the Eligibility
Standards, OCA has advised judges that, because of Opinion 16-68, and considering the
importance of maintaining the confidentiality of information disclosed during the assigned
counsel application process, it is a “best practice” to delegate the screening responsibility to one
of the providers of mandated representation. Because this “best practice” has been adopted in the
other Hurrell-Harring counties, Opinion 16-68 has not posed a challenge to implementation in
those counties. But in Suffolk County’s District Court, where judges screen for assigned counsel
eligibility, Opinion 16-68 has posed a challenge to protecting the confidentiality of the
information defendants disclose when requesting assigned counsel.
In recent conversations, the County and Suffolk County Court administrators have proposed that
the Suffolk County Assigned Counsel Defender Plan (“ACDP”) initiate a program to screen
defendants in the Street Appearance Part for assigned counsel eligibility. It is hoped that this
program will promote implementation of the Eligibility Standards. Preliminary steps have been
taken to execute this proposal, including identifying possible space in the courthouse for this
program. Several issues need to be finalized, including ensuring that the ACDP has the resources
and staffing needed and that the identified space is available. ILS will continue to consult with
the County, court administrators, and the ACDP on this potential screening program and on other
steps needed to fully implement the Eligibility Standards.

Washington County
Washington County, located in the northeastern section of the State, is 846 square miles of
elongated area (831 square miles of land; 15 square miles of water), nestled between the
Adirondack Mountains to the north, the Vermont border to the east, and the Hudson River and
Lake George to the west. The county seat is Fort Edward, although the largest city is Kingsbury.
In 2015, the county had an estimated population of 62,230, with a median household income of
51,143 (86% of the state average) and 13.3% of its population living in poverty. According to
DCJS, 69% of the 944 criminal cases disposed of in 2015 were misdemeanors and 31% were
felonies, of which 5% were violent felonies.
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Id. (citing 22 NYCRR 100.3(B)(6)(e)).
Id.
Id.
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The Washington County court system consists of a County Court and 24 Town and Village
Courts (“justice courts”). The justice courts of Fort Edward, Hudson Falls and Kingsbury handle
the greatest volume of criminal cases.
Washington County has two providers of mandated representation: the Public Defender Office,
headed by Michael J. Mercure, and the Assigned Counsel Program (ACP), with Thomas N.
Cioffi as the Supervising Attorney and Marie DeCarlo-Drost as the Administrator. The ACP was
formerly in the Public Defender Office and administered by Ms. DeCarlo-Drost, but in 2015,
Washington County moved the ACP to its own office, and in August 2016, Mr. Cioffi was hired
as the ACP’s Supervising Attorney. Ms. DeCarlo-Drost has traditionally been responsible for
assigned counsel eligibility screening, even when she was housed in the Public Defender Office.
A. The criteria and procedures used in Washington County prior to implementation of
the Eligibility Standards
While the ACP has traditionally had the responsibility for assigned counsel eligibility screening,
the precise process used has changed as the County has complied with its obligation under the
Hurrell-Harring Settlement to provide counsel at arraignment. Before 2016, the County was not
regularly providing defense counsel at arraignment. Judges would assign counsel to defendants
who were arraigned and remanded to pretrial detention.42 Otherwise, judges would inform
defendants that if they could not afford to pay for a lawyer, they would have to go to the ACP to
apply for assigned counsel. Some defendants also learned of this process by word-of-mouth.
As the Public Defender Office implemented counsel at arraignment programs, two things
happened. First, at arraignments, staff attorneys from the Public Defender Office informed
defendants of their right to assigned counsel; the arraigning attorneys also provided defendants
with written and oral information about how to apply for assigned counsel. Second, in cases in
which it is obvious that a defendant cannot afford to retain counsel, such as when the defendant
is homeless, the arraigning attorneys ask the court to assign counsel at arraignment, negating the
need for the defendant to apply for assigned counsel. It is our understanding that this is occurring
with increasing frequency.43
When the Public Defender Office initially began its counsel at arraignment programs, arraigning
attorneys told defendants that the representation was for the limited purpose of arraignment until
a decision was made about assigned counsel eligibility.44 In mid-2016, however, the Public
42

Defendants subsequently released (for example, those who could pay bail) were told that they had to go to the
ACP to apply for an assigned lawyer.
As set forth on pages 36-38 of ILS’ report, The Impact of the Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New York
Counties, the data ILS received from Washington County tend to support that notion that the County’s counsel at
arraignment programs may have contributed to an increase in the number of defendants exercising their Sixth
Amendment right by applying for assigned counsel.
43
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Of course, in cases in which the defendant was remanded to custody, the judge would assign the Public Defender
Office at arraignment, and thus, in these cases, the representation was not for the limited purpose of arraignment
only, unless there was a conflict, in which case the ACP would assume responsibility for the case after arraignment.
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Defender Office changed this policy and considered itself provisionally assigned until a final
determination could be made about the defendant’s eligibility for assigned counsel. This policy
change ensured that there was no gap in representation and, as discussed further, facilitated the
ACP receiving information about the case necessary to complete the assigned counsel
application process.
Regarding the actual screening, the ACP required all defendants who applied for assigned
counsel to complete an application. (This application and its accompanying cover page is
attached as Exhibit M). The ACP would then review the application and accompanying
documents to determine if the defendant was eligible for assigned counsel. If so, the ACP would
notify the Public Defender Office; if there was a conflict, an ACP panel attorney would be
assigned. If the determination was that the applicant was not eligible for assigned counsel, the
ACP notified the court as well as the defendant. Occasionally, defendants would appeal the
ineligibility determination to the judge; in such cases, the ACP would provide a copy of the
application form to the judge, if requested to do so.
Below is more specific information about the criteria and procedures the ACP used:
-

Verifying documentation: All applicants were instructed to provide documents to prove
not only their income but also the income of all members of their household. Applicants
who had no proof of income were required to describe their current means of support, and
if they were residing in the home of another, they had to provide a notarized statement
from that person describing the living situation. The application also requested the name
and phone number of a contact person at the applicant’s place of employment,
presumably so that the ACP could verify the applicant’s information. Applicants were
also required to provide some form of “Government issued” identification. The
application itself included a warning that applications would not be accepted if all
requested information was not provided. Applicants were also told that the completed
application must be returned to the ACP in person; the ACP would not accept
applications by mail, fax, email, or personal delivery by someone other than the
applicant.

-

Attestation or affirmation: Applicants were required to affirm to the truthfulness of the
information they provided.

-

Third-party income: The ACP treated as income in its eligibility assessment not only the
income of the applicant, but also that of all “other members of the family,” including
spouses, parents, as well as boyfriends and girlfriends, regardless of whether the family
member had any financial responsibility towards the applicant.

-

Notice of ineligibility determinations: If deemed ineligible, applicants were provided a
letter stating the reason for the ineligibility determination. But they were not informed of
the right to request reconsideration unless they called the ACP to complain, in which case
they were told that they could appeal to the judge.
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-

Presumptions of eligibility: The ACP used two presumptions of eligibility: 1) net income
at or below 125% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines; and 2) defendants who were
incarcerated or confined to a mental health facility. Regarding the income presumption,
the ACP considered gross rather than net income. Regarding the incarceration
presumption, the court would assign counsel at arraignment if the defendant was
remanded to custody, but those defendants who were released on bail or bond were
instructed to apply for assigned counsel upon their release.

-

Types of income considered: In the section of the application denominated “Other
Income,” applicants were asked to list, among other things, welfare and, in the cover
letter accompanying the application, instructed to provide, for all household members,
proof of income from disability, Social Security, Workers’ Compensation, unemployment
benefits, Social Services, child support, alimony, pension benefits and retirement
benefits. Ms. DeCarlo-Drost clarified that the ACP did not treat public assistance as
income, but did treat SSI, unemployment benefits and receipts from the other listed
sources as such.

-

Assets: Though the application asked for information pertaining to the applicant’s real
estate (including primary residence) and automobiles, Ms. DeCarlo-Drost told ILS that
the ACP generally did not consider these assets in its assessment, unless the applicant
owned an expensive car. The ACP did consider an array of liquid assets, including
income, savings, pension payments, child support, and alimony.

-

Financial obligations: In considering debts and financial obligations, the application
contained a list of possible expenses and left a blank line for other “miscellaneous”
expenses. This list did not include unreimbursed medical expenses, education or jobrelated expenses, or minimum credit card payments.

-

Ability to post bond or pay cash bail: The ACP did not automatically deny assigned
counsel to defendants who paid bail or posted bond.

ILS heard from multiple sources that the documentation and verification requirements and the
application process’ lack of accessibility had an overall negative impact on the assignment of
counsel. For example, as discussed further below, during a September 2016 Eligibility Standards
training, several magistrates stated that the application process was needlessly burdensome, that
it took too long, and that defendants often had repeated court appearances without an eligibility
decision being made. Additionally, the assigned counsel application requirements often resulted
in the ACP denying eligibility to applicants because they did not produce documentation in a
timely manner or failed to submit a completed application, despite their best efforts. Because of
these requirements, it is quite likely that, at best, the assignment of counsel was often delayed,
and, at worst, some defendants either did not apply at all, or if they applied, gave up in the
application process.
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B. Steps taken to implement the Eligibility Standards
The implementation process began in May 2016, when Ms. DeCarlo-Drost contacted ILS to seek
guidance as to what processes the ACP needed to change, particularly regarding its requirements
about documentation. This was the first of an ongoing series of emails, telephone calls, and inperson meetings with the ACP about bringing its assigned counsel eligibility process into
compliance with the Eligibility Standards and dismantling needless barriers to applying for
assigned counsel. Below are the steps taken to implement the Standards:
1. ILS conducted a training for the ACP and Public Defender Office
On June 23, 2016, ILS conducted a training on the Eligibility Standards with the ACP and the
Public Defender Office. Ms. DeCarlo-Drost and Administrative Assistant Patricia Connors
attended on behalf of the ACP, and First Assistant Public Defender Barry Jones attended on
behalf of the Public Defender Office. Since the ACP had already started to discuss steps needed
to implement, the training served as an opportunity for the ACP to discuss its concerns and, more
specifically, to outline steps it needed to take to implement the Standards.
One issue discussed and resolved was the ACP’s need to obtain charging information from each
applicant. To assess each applicant’s ability to retain private counsel and to accurately maintain
information about the applicant in the ACP’s case management system (i.e., PDCMS) for data
collection and maintenance purposes, the ACP needs to know the specific charges against each
applicant. Traditionally, the ACP tried to obtain this information by requiring applicants to
provide it with a copy of the accusatory instrument against them; the ACP staff would refuse to
consider an application, and thus deem an applicant ineligible for assigned counsel, until they
had received this paperwork. This resulted in many applicants being denied eligibility for
assigned counsel because they could not provide the accusatory instrument, either because they
had lost it, or because it was not given to them during their arraignment. However, because the
Public Defender Office is now providing counsel at arraignment, the ACP resolved this problem
by coordinating with the Public Defender Office to develop a system whereby the Public
Defender Office regularly conveys to the ACP key information from each arraignment. Now,
when a defendant applies for assigned counsel, the ACP already has the requisite information
about the case in PDCMS, which facilitates the application process.
Another issue discussed at length during and after the training was the ACP’s documentation
requirements, which created significant barriers to applying for assigned counsel. In consultation
with ILS, the ACP overhauled its policy regarding the verification of information and redrafted
the ACP instructions, set forth in a cover letter that accompanies the assigned counsel
application. Under the new policy, verification is no longer required in every case, but only when
the information disclosed on the application raises concerns, prompting a reason to inquire
further.45
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Mr. Cioffi recently reported an instance that exemplifies when the ACP requests verification. He described an
assigned counsel application which reported an income that was significant. But the applicant stated that he was in
debt. The ACP requested and received a copy of the applicant’s tax returns and a letter from the accountant who
helped him complete the tax returns, which revealed that the applicant had significant debt and, thus, had no
available resources with which to retain counsel.
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2. The ACP changed its assigned counsel application forms
ILS also worked with the ACP in updating its assigned counsel application forms to bring them
into compliance with the Eligibility Standards. The ACP used ILS’ Sample Application as a
template, making some minor changes in consultation with ILS. The ACP also consulted with
ILS in amending the written application instructions so that, among other things, applicants are
no longer told that documentation is mandated in every instance and that their application will be
denied if documentation is not provided.
Working with Ms. Drost, ILS assisted the ACP in finalizing the updates to its assigned counsel
application on September 9, 2016; implementation began three days later, on September 12,
2016. (The updated application, cover letter, and ineligibility notice are attached as Exhibit N).
3. The joint OCA-ILS Eligibility Standards training for Washington County magistrates
On September 15, 2016, ILS and OCA conducted a joint training for the Washington County
magistrates on the Eligibility Standards. The training was attended by 17 magistrates. Lisa
Robertson and Patricia Warth presented from ILS; Hon. Gary C. Hobbs, Glenn Falls City Court
Judge and Supervising Judge for the Town and Village Courts, and Matthew Chivers, Special
Counsel to the Fourth Judicial District, presented on behalf of OCA. Mr. Cioffi attended on
behalf of the ACP. The magistrates engaged in a substantive discussion about the barriers to
applying for assigned counsel, stating that the application process was not accessible to
applicants and that the documentation requirements were burdensome and effectively delayed
the assignment of counsel. ILS emphasized that the Eligibility Standards were designed to
dismantle needless barriers to applying for assigned counsel. Mr. Cioffi noted the specific
problems the magistrates identified and committed to changing the application process to make it
more accessible.
On January 24, 2017, ILS attended a meeting of the Washington County Magistrates Association
to learn if implementation of the Eligibility Standards had, in fact, dismantled barriers to
applying for assigned counsel. The magistrates unequivocally stated that the process was
working much better. Speaking on behalf of the other magistrates, one justice stated that the
ACP had been very responsive to the magistrates’ concerns and that applications are now being
processed far more quickly. He stated that the ACP’s policy of no longer requiring verifying
documentation about the financial information of every household member has, in and of itself,
made the assigned counsel process far more efficient.
4. The ACP’s ongoing efforts to make the application process more accessible
Since assuming the role of ACP Supervising Attorney, Mr. Cioffi has implemented many
changes to make the assigned counsel application process more accessible for applicants.
Applicants can now deliver their application by mail, email or fax, or ask someone else to deliver
it for them, and the written instructions that accompany the application make it clear that the
application can be delivered in these ways. The ACP has also initiated an outreach program,
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placing an ACP staff member at the Whitehall Town Court one day each month to assist
applicants in completing the application, answer questions, and accept completed applications
for assigned counsel. This diminishes the need for applicants in the northern end of the county
(where the access problem is more prominent) from having to travel to Fort Edward to apply for
assigned counsel. The ACP is exploring ways to expand this outreach.
C. Assessment of compliance with the Eligibility Standards
This assessment is made based on the several telephone and in-person meetings ILS has had with
the ACP staff, the county magistrates, and the various county stakeholders, as described above.
An assessment of each criteria and procedure is as follows:
-

Criteria I (core eligibility standard): The ACP has traditionally sought to consider
applicants’ total financial circumstances (income and debts) in determining eligibility
for assignment of counsel. The Eligibility Standards have provided the ACP with clear
guidance in doing so, and counsel is now being assigned to defendants who cannot pay
the costs of a defense.

-

Criteria II (eligibility presumptions): The ACP now uses all four eligibility
presumptions and has found that the presumptions have streamlined the assigned
counsel eligibility process overall.

-

Criteria III (ability to post bond or pay bail): The ACP has traditionally not used
ability to post bond or pay bail as a reason to deny eligibility for assignment of counsel.

-

Criteria IV (third-party resources): The ACP no longer requests proof, or considers the
financial resources, of other household members, including those of a spouse or of a
parent.

-

Criteria V (non-liquid assets): The assigned counsel application asks defendants to list
vehicles that are not used for basic life necessities and any real estate owned. For each,
the application asks about the fair market value and the amount owed, so that the ACP
can determine if there is significant equity in the asset.

-

Criteria VI (child support and public assistance): The ACP no longer requests
information pertaining to an applicant’s receipt of child support, and no longer treats
this information as income available to the applicant. However, it considers child
support paid out as a monthly living expense. Similarly, receipt of public assistance is
no longer treated as income in the eligibility assessment process, but is considered as a
factor in determining whether the applicant is presumptively eligible for counsel.

-

Criteria VII (financial obligations): The assigned counsel application asks applicants to
list the following financial obligations: food, housing, utilities, transportation, child
care, child support and alimony payments, and medical expenses. The application also
prompts defendants to identify any other financial liabilities, and provides examples.
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-

Criteria VIII (cost of retaining counsel): Traditionally, the ACP did not consider the
cost of retaining an attorney in determining assigned counsel eligibility. As a result, the
ACP tended to deem defendants ineligible if there was any disposable income, even if
this income was insufficient to pay the costs of a defense. Now the ACP considers the
cost of retaining counsel, though this issue has arisen infrequently, since nearly all
defendants have lacked any disposable income or any other means of paying for
counsel.

-

Procedure X (delegation of screening responsibility): Washington County magistrates
have traditionally delegated to the ACP the role of screening and making a
recommendation about assigned counsel eligibility. According to Mr. Cioffi, since
implementation of the Eligibility Standards, courts have consistently followed the
ACP’s recommendations.

-

Procedure XI (confidentiality): ILS’ court observations and conversations with
Washington County practitioners confirm that magistrates are not asking defendants to
disclose financial information in open court and on the record, but are instead simply
asking defendants if they need assigned counsel, and if the answer is yes, instructing
defendants how to apply with the ACP.46 The ACP similarly takes measures to ensure
confidentiality, and maintains all completed applications in a confidential manner and
does not disclose them to anyone outside the office, except to the attorney to whom the
case is assigned.

-

Procedure XII (timeliness of decision): Defendants who are remanded to pre-trial
detention are assigned counsel at arraignment. In other cases, defendants must apply
with the ACP, though the arraigning attorney remains on the case as provisionally
assigned until a final decision is made about assigned counsel eligibility. The ACP’s
revamped procedures have resulted in decisions being made without needless delays.
The ACP also will assess eligibility for applicants who contact them asking for counsel
even though charges have not yet been filed; the ACP has coordinated with the Public
Defender Office to do so, since such applicants will likely contact the Public Defender
Office before contacting the ACP.

-

Procedure XIII (burden of application process): The ACP no longer automatically
requires verifying documentation in every case, but does ask for verification if there are
“red flags,” or the defendant appears to have sufficient income, but states that he or she
has financial liabilities that makes it impossible to pay for counsel. The ACP has also
taken steps to make the process more accessible, including: accepting applications by
mail, email or fax; permitting applicants to apply by phone; and travelling to the harderto-reach northern part of the County at least once per month to accept applications.

-

Procedure XIV (written notice of ineligibility decision): Although the ACP has not
denied many applicants since implementation, it has notified applicants in writing of
the reason for the ineligibility decision and the right to seek review, using a version of

46

As previously noted, if the defendant is remanded to custody, judges will assign counsel. Thus, this inquiry is
reserved for those defendants who are not detained pretrial.
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the ILS Sample Notice of Eligibility Recommendation and Notice of Right to Seek
Review forms.
-

Procedure XV (reconsiderations): The ACP does not request orders for partial
payment, and the judges do not sua sponte issue such orders.

In terms of data about the assigned counsel application process, according to the data and
information ILS received from the ACP, in the last quarter of 2016 (October 1 through
December 31), 423 defendants applied for assigned counsel; all 423 were found eligible. There
were no requests for reconsideration or appeals; nor were there any requests for partial payment
orders pursuant to County Law § 722-d.
D. Barriers to implementation and ongoing challenges
There were no significant barriers to implementing the Eligibility Standards. There is, however,
an ongoing challenge that the County would like to resolve. This concerns the ACP office itself,
which is in the basement of the county municipal building, in a relatively isolated location where
there is little security. The office does not include an interview room. To apply for counsel,
applicants speak through a window in the basement hallway outside the ACP’s office, which is
not a confidential setting. Additionally, ACP Supervising Attorney Tom Cioffi notes that having
to talk through a window is demeaning to applicants. Mr. Cioffi has addressed this issue with
the County administration, and there is consensus that, for this reason and others, the ACP’s
current space is inadequate and new space is needed. Mr. Cioffi is working with the County on
securing new space as soon as possible.
III.

STEPS TAKEN BY ILS TO PREPARE THE NON-HURRELL-HARRING
COUNTIES TO IMPLEMENT IN APRIL 2017

Section VI(C) of the Settlement requires this annual report to assess implementation in the five
Hurrell-Harring counties. We nonetheless describe here the steps ILS has taken to facilitate
implementation in the non-Hurrell-Harring counties. These steps include the training of the
institutional providers, the fielding of questions from the providers concerning various aspects of
the Eligibility Standards, working with some providers to modify their eligibility documents to
bring them into compliance with the Eligibility Standards, and working jointly with OCA to train
the justice court magistrates.
Training of providers in the non-Hurrell-Harring counties
ILS has conducted joint trainings of the providers in several counties, each respectively hosted
by one of the participating counties. The first training, hosted by the Cattaraugus County Public
Defender Office, was held on August 19, 2016, and included Cattaraugus and Allegany counties.
Thereafter, trainings for the other counties occurred as follows:
-

September 9, 2016: The Wayne County Public Defender hosted a training that included
providers from Wayne, Cayuga, Seneca, and Yates counties.
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-

September 30, 2016: The provider training for Genesee, Livingston, Orleans, and
Wyoming counties was hosted by the Genesee County Public Defender Office.

-

January 23, 2017: Training for providers in the 8th Judicial District was hosted by the
Legal Aid Bureau of Buffalo, Inc., and attended by providers from Erie and Niagara
counties.

-

February 24, 2017: Training for the 6th Judicial District providers was hosted by the
Broome County Public Defender Office and attended by providers from Broome, Tioga,
Madison, Otsego, Delaware, Chemung, Chenango, Steuben, and Cortland counties.

-

March 3, 2017: Training for providers in the 5th Judicial District was hosted by the
Oneida County Public Defender Office and attended by providers from Oneida, Oswego,
Lewis, and St. Lawrence counties.

-

March 7, 2017: The Nassau County Legal Aid Society (LAS) hosted a training, attended
by 35 of its attorneys, as well as by Brian Davis, President of the Nassau County LAS
Board.

-

March 10, 2017: The Monroe County Public Defender Office hosted a training for those
providers in the 7th Judicial District who had not attended the September 9, 2016 training
in Wayne County. The training was attended by providers from Monroe, Wayne and
Livingston counties.

-

March 17 and 18, 2017: Over two days, ILS conducted two trainings, jointly hosted by
the Legal Aid Society of Westchester County and the Westchester County Assigned
Counsel Plan (ACP) for their office and panel attorneys.

-

March 27, 2017: Training for the 3rd Judicial District providers was hosted by the
Rensselaer County ACP and attended by providers from Rensselaer, Albany,
Montgomery, Saratoga and Schenectady Counties.

We anticipate two additional trainings in April and May 2017: 1) a second training for the 3rd
Judicial District providers to be hosted by the Ulster County Public Defender Office on April 5,
2017; and 2) a rescheduled training for the 4th Judicial District providers to be hosted by the
Essex County Public Defender on May 10, 2017. This training was previously scheduled for
March 14, 2017, but was cancelled due to weather.
In sum, providers from 33 non-Hurrell-Harring counties have already been trained, and we
anticipate that providers from 11 counties will be participate in trainings in April and May 2017,
with ILS to follow-up with the remaining counties.
Questions about implementation
ILS has also fielded questions from providers in some of the non-Hurrell-Harring counties that
are already initiating steps to implement. For example, in October 2016, ILS assisted the Legal
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Aid Bureau of Buffalo in drafting a letter to the judges of the Buffalo City Court, where all the
eligibility screening is done for criminal cases in the City of Buffalo, about their plan for
implementation. Also in October, ILS held several telephone meetings with the Assigned
Counsel Plan Administrator and staff of the Warren County Attorney’s Office about the changes
needed to their assigned counsel application to implement the Eligibility Criteria and Procedures.
These questions, and the answers we provided, are included in the FAQ section of our website.
Joint OCA/ILS trainings for magistrates
ILS coordinated with OCA’s Office of Justice Court Support (OJCS) to provide training for the
Town and Village Court justices at four OJCS-sponsored conferences. Specifically, on February
20 and 21, 2017, ILS and OJCS conducted two training sessions at the 2017 Town & Village
Justices Continuing Judicial Education Program, Association of Towns Conference, in New
York City. Approximately 110 magistrates attended over the course of the two days. A similar
jointly-conducted training was held on March 22, 2017 at the 2017 Town & Village Justices
Continuing Judicial Education Program, Desmond Taping, in Albany, New York.
Approximately 65 magistrates attended this session, which was taped and will be made available
as a webinar. Finally, ILS is scheduled to present at the OJCS-sponsored conferences in July and
October 2017.
CONCLUSION
In all five Hurrell-Harring counties, where providers are involved in screening and making an
eligibility recommendation, great strides have been made in eliminating needless barriers to
applying for assigned counsel. Great strides have also been made in ensuring that there is an
assessment of the defendant’s ability to retain counsel, and not just whether the defendant is
impoverished. Notably, in examining the criteria and procedures that existed prior to
implementation, it became evident to ILS that even where providers had previously used
restrictive procedures and criteria, judges nearly always intervened to protect the right to
assigned counsel and, where appropriate, assign counsel. Thus, it is no surprise that,
preliminarily at least, it appears that implementation of the Eligibility Standards has not
significantly impacted caseloads.47 Instead, implementation has diminished administrative time
and costs and has resulted in counsel being assigned earlier in the case.
ILS will continue to monitor implementation in all of the Hurrell-Harring counties. In Suffolk
County, ILS looks forward to working with the County and court administrators in achieving
better compliance with the Eligibility Standards, and promoting the goal of fairly distinguishing
between those defendants who have the resources to retain competent counsel and those who do
not.

47

See The Impact of Eligibility Standards in Five Upstate New York Counties, at 4.
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